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To Our Readers: 

This is my last issue as editor of the MEL and I'm pleased to tum the job 
over to the new co-editors, John Banschbach and Gwen Griffin, and lapse into 
the comfortable role of reader. I'm grateful for the help and support I've had 
over the past two years-particularly from Vicki Olson and Liz Nist as MCfE 
presidents, from Bev Amsden as the publisher, and from Dawn Boche, Patti 
Egan, and Dawn Glaser as my student assistants. Finally, I appreciate the 
contributors, who have submitted helpful and insightful articles and reviews. 

The spring issue offers items of interest for English and language arts 
teachers at all levels, from a brief strategy for teaching nine-year-olds to collabo
rate on wi:iting limericks to scholarly investigations of books as artifacts and 
literacy as a cultural phenomenon in the age of Shakespeare. I wish my succes
sors every blessing as the Mfil continues with the fall issue. 
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The Minnesota Transfer Curriculum 

by 
Lois Schmidt 

In the simplest terms, The Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MNTC) is a 

package agreement pounded out by the four public higher education systems to 

solve transfer problems. By its own definition, it "guarantees students a means 

by which they can complete lower division general education at one public 

college or university to meet lower division general/liberal education require

ments at any public college or university in Minnesota." Whatever the defini

tion, the collaborative effort that shaped this agreement rivals the hard work and 

commitment of an Amish barn raising. 

At the start, the four systems were aware of the unique perspective each 

brought to the table. The University of Minnesota brought "Commitment to 

Focus," an entrance standard. The State Universities brought "Q-Seven," an 

exit focus. The Community College System brought a general education 

curriculum contained in their AA Degree yet largely unchanged in years. The 

Technical Colleges, who offered general education at only two campuses, 

brought a changing sense of their place in higher education. The four were 

armed, however, with common expectations of what constituted general educa

tion and a common interest in solving the transfer problems their students 

experienced. 

The project succeeded, in part, because it remained student-centered 

and eventually became a grassroots effort. While the project was spurred on by 

legislative mandate, all those in public higher education had already sensed that 

the needs of their students were changing. More students were attending post

secondary educational institutions, yet their attendance patterns varied widely. 

More were seeking to transfer from one institution to another, and present 

policies were inadequate. Students attending more than a single institution 

often met with a lack of consistency in general education. 
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The work of drafting a consistent general education curriculum centered 

on setting broad goals and student competencies and began in a committee 

largely comprised of administrative representatives from each system. Inciden

tally, it is referred to in correspondence as the "No-Name Committee," and one 

wonders if they sought anonymity out of concern for the reactions their work 

might engender. But their meetings throughout the summer of 1991 established 

ways faculty would become involved and a mechanism for ensuring a review and 

monitoring of general education. Over several meetings, they drafted a new core 

curriculum, which began with three categories yet already reflected the theme 

areas that appear in the final draft. 

While faculty were involved during this initial stage, the true grassroots 

nature of the project dates from February of 1992, when faculty began meeting in 

statewide or regional articulation councils to refine the language of the goal 

statements and competencies. At times the participants numbered 600. The 

challenge, of course, was to arrive at language with which each system could 

live. 

The Minnesota Transfer Curriculum document emerged from these 

year-long meetings. Participants worked with a respect for the strengths in 

existing general education curricula and a sense of the demands of the complex 

contemporary world. They eventually agreed upon language defining the 

following ten goals areas, which replace the categories common to former 

general education curricula: 

1 Communication 6. The Humanities and Fine Arts 

2. Critical Thinking 7. Human Diversity 

3. Natural Sciences 8. Global Perspective 

4. Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 9. Ethical and Civic 

5. History and the Social and Responsibility 

Behavioral Sciences 10. People and the Environment 

Definitions of the competencies, which were originally drafted from 

existing course requirements, reflect a respect for "discovery, integration, appli-
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cation, and communication" as cornerstones of learning. The document also 

makes reference to the expectation that students will become computer literate 

and skilled in the use of libraries and other information sources by completing 

theMNTC. 

Signed by representatives of the four systems in February of 1994, the 

MNTC will be implemented by the fall of 1995. Its benefits, however, go 

beyond guaranteeing students transfer without a course-by-course transcript 

analysis. They should find required courses more consistent among state univer

sities. They will find admission requirements at institutions in the four systems 

largely unchanged. High school teachers, who can find a definition of minimum 

college reading and writing expectations in the Exit Competencies written by 

the Community College System's Developmental Education Task Force, have in 

the MNTC a broad yet detailed definition of the levels of competencies ex

pected of students enrolled in public higher education. 

Will the MNTC live up to its promise of "integrating a body of knowl

edge and skills with study of contemporary concerns-all essential to meeting an 

individual's social, personal, and career challenges in the 1990s and beyond" as 

the document states? The potential lies in the grassroots nature of the imple

mentation phase. The Transfer Agreement assures coherence in general educa

tion by defining the ends. It is now the prerogative of individual faculties to 

determine the means by which each institution's curriculum will meet the goals 

and competencies. In fact, no outside group will review any college's curricu

lum. 

Faculty are in various stages of selecting, modifying, or designing courses 

to meet the goals and competencies. The first six goals usually include predict

able core courses, yet the number of credits in each category varies. The "Criti

cal Thinking" goal is often met by an integrated approach since it is assumed 

that that skill is imbedded in courses throughout a curriculum. Faculty may be 

challenged to find existing courses to fulfill the final four theme areas but have 

set guidelines to assure consistency when designing new courses or selecting 

existing ones for each area. 
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The Community College System has determined that courses seeking to 

qualify for the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum must be identified with at least 

one but not more than two goal areas. Competencies are to be met within 

traditional general education disciplines. Further, 51 % of the competencies 

must be addressed in a course if it is to be included under a goal area. The 

debate over "using" a skill rather than "teaching" a skill informs the decision as 

well. For instance, when considering courses to fulfill competencies under the 

"Communications" goal, instructors ask if English courses or speech courses 

teach students to "participate effectively in groups" or if one merely uses group 

process? Discussions of the MNTC in campus and departmental meetings are 

lively, but they remain centered in issues that are important to students. 

Dealing with the Minnesota Transfer Agreement requires the four 

public higher education systems to look at commonalties rather than distinctions 

among disciplines, to consider the link between the institution and the world 

and to rethink pedagogy. Of course, concerns are rife in a climate of change

job security, hiring practices, turf protection-but dealing with the transfer 

agreement calls for dialogue across departments, institutions, and system bound

aries, and conversations are still evolving. 
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Making Texts Our Own Through Close Readings 

lry 
Rex Veeder 

I used to think that students had to read a number of 
good books. Now, after fifty or so years of teaching, 
I believe they must read a number of good sentences. 

- Anne E. Berthoff in conversation 

It has taken me a while to grasp what Anne was saying. As a teacher of 

writing and reading, I had to pull myself away from curriculum for a moment to 

look at the reasons for the curriculum. For one thing, we are too often in a hurry 

to get through materials and to cover the lesson plan or syllabus. We are asked 

to ramble through huge blocks of texts, novels, short stories, poems. During this 

rush through reading and responding, we often do not take time to build a 

relationship with texts through close readings of selected sections of texts. I 

have come to believe that it is the close relationship with texts that serves as the 

foundation for our lesson plans, our units, and our curricula. I have attempted to 

encourage students to develop relationships with texts through journals , by 

having them write about texts in ways other than the standard literary essay. I 

have found that when students write about large blocks of texts they often drift 

away from the texts themselves. The relationships with the texts become 

fragmented and transitory. When as a student I select a paragraph or a page of 

the text, however, and concentrate on its relations to my own life and to the rest 

of the text, I begin to develop a substantial relationship to the text itself-I 

begin to claim ownership. 

One way for readers to take responsibility for their judgments is for them 

to inhabit a text, to engage the text until they feel something like ownership. 

Reader Response Theory suggests to us that personal connections to literature 

increase our engagement with the text through a transaction whereby we 

negotiate meaning through a comparison of personal experiences with the 

experiences of the text. Like expressive pedagogy in composition, Reader 

Response Theory is sometimes criticized as being too soft. The argument seems 

to run that all Reader Response does is evoke personal memories in relation to 
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texts. Like expressive pedagogy, however, the purpose of reader response is to 

allow students an access to texts based upon their own criteria for engagement. 

When we write about someone else's writing, we are often asked to stand back 

and judge its worth. We may pay particular attention to the verbs a writer uses 

or examine the images and symbols in a text. Sometimes we read large· chunks 

of text and describe the strategies the writer uses to persuade us, often demon

strating how the writer has used logic or emotions or personality to persuade a 

reader to see things the way he or she sees things. One name for this kind of 

activity is Rhetorical Analysis. 

Most analysis is based upon the activity of critical reading. Often, 

Rhetorical Analysis becomes a study of the features of texts, as if we were 

looking at the faces of strangers and trying to decide whether we liked them or 

not. We answer questions such as what's the writer's thesis? what does the writer 

want us to do? what's the argument? is the argument logical? what terms need to 

be defined? how successful is the essay? is there a point at issue that can't be 

negotiated between the reader and the writer? More often than not, we remain 

detached from the text as we answer these kinds of questions. We can be 

disinterested observers of technique and style. We judge how and why some

thing works, and we award points or take them away. The writer wins or loses in 

cases like this, and we don't have to take responsibility for the text. The prob

lem is that we often do not have to take responsibility for our judgments either. 

Rhetorical Analysis, however, may increase the intensity of our involve

ment by bringing us closer to the text and the writer through the benefits of 

work and concentration. We may remember the idea of protocols in I. A. 

Richards's' Practical Criticism. Protocols allow the reader to see the text as a 

work site. Still, we do not want to tum the text into an object with no relation

ship to its context. Thus, another kind of analysis, a blend of Reader Response 

and Rhet~rical Analysis, can give us access to a work of literature and allow us a 

more intense relationship with a text. I call this blend a Rhetorical Synthesis 

since the activity concentrates on what is persuasive in the text and at the same 

time brings its diverse elements together in a single statement. 
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What follows is an example of Rhetorical Synthesis using transactions 

with two paragraphs: the descriptive opening paragraph of Willa Cather's 1913 

novel O Pioneers! (27) and a paragraph discussing Depression-era English 

tramps from George Orwell's 1933 novel Down and Out in Paris and London 

(338). I asked students to select writings for me since I wanted to approach the 

reading in the spirit of an assignment. I believe it is important that we all try out 

our assignments and see just how much is involved in what we ask our students 

to do. Needless to say, my students enjoyed giving me this assignment from their 

text, Nicholas and Nicholls's Rhetorical Models for Effective Writirn~- The 

paragraph titles come from Nicholas and Nicholls. My bracketed numbers 

correspond roughly to the numbers in the texts, appended at the end of this 

essay. 

I. "Hanover" by Willa Cather 

Text 

One January day, thirty years ago, the little town of Hanover, an

chored on a windy Nebraska tableland, was trying not to be blown away. 

[1) A mist of fine snowflakes was curling and eddying about the cluster 

of low drab buildings huddled on the gray prairie, under a gray sky. The 

dwelling-houses were set about haphazard on the tough prairie sod; some 

of them looked as if they had been moved in overnight, and others as if 

they were straying off by themselves, headed straight for the open plain. 

None of them had any appearance of permanence, and the howling 

wind blew under them as well as over them. [2] The main street was a 

deep rutted road, now frozen hard, which ran from the squat red railway 

station and the grain "elevator" at the north end of the town to the 

lumber yard and the horse pond at the south end. [3] On either side of 

this road straggled two uneven rows of wooden buildings; the general 

merchandise stores, the two banks, the drug store, the feed store, the 

saloon, the post-office. [4] The board side walks were gray with trampled 

snow, but at two o'clock in the afternoon the shopkeepers, having come 

back from dinner, were keeping well behind their frosty windows. The 

children were all in school, and there was nobody abroad in the streets 
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but a few rough looking countrymen in coarse overcoats, with their long 

caps pulled down to their noses. Some of them had brought their wives 

to town, and now and then a red or a plaid shawl flashed out of one store 

into the shelter of another. [5] At the hitch-bars along the street a few 

heavy work-horses, harnessed to farm wagons, shivered under their 

blankets. About the station everything was quiet, for there would not be 

another train in until night. 

Protocol 

[1] Cather begins by looking back over her shoulder down a tunnel of 

time. It's January, thirty years ago, long enough for a lifetime to have gone by. 

She begins with a town whose life depends upon will. The images suggest the 

town is clinging to the land almost hopelessly; it is a ship "anchored" in a storm. 

Hanover is a drab place, and like everything in January on the "tableland," it is 

gray. The sky, the buildings, and the houses all blend together. People who· live 

here must be like the land, I think, almost indistinguishable from one another. I 

am imagining, but my imagination rests on the words "prairie sod," "gray," "open 

plain," and "huddled" buildings. 

[2] Like the snow, the buildings seem to have no permanence, not the 

main street, nor the lumber yard. All the things here are surrounded by the 

wind that howls and blows under as well as over them. The grain elevator 

identifies the character of the place; in the Midwest elevators rise up from the 

horizon to announce a town. Grain is banked for bankers. I remember the 

elevators erupting from a sea of grain fields, the sea upon which Hanover is 

anchored, like road markers or like tin tablets waiting for inscriptions. They 

might be giant tombstones. 

[3] At this point, the two rows of stores and shops are like the town's 

spine. I suspect it makes a canyon where the wind's power is even more obvious. 

Nature's gray power is less dramatic than the storms at sea or the thunderstorms 

in summer on the tableland, but it is a power felt as a lingering presence. 

[4] At last, there are people here. Deep in the paragraph they seem 

almost inconsequential to the life of the prairie in January. And here's the word 
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"gray" again. The people's steps make a dark imprint on the gray. It's no longer 

"thirty years ago." Suddenly, it is "two o'clock in the afternoon," and Cather 

and I are no longer looking at the town from the end of a long tunnel. We are 

on the street. There's more a feeling of people here than distinct characteriza

tions; the shop keepers are faceless behind frosted windows, the children are still 

absent, and the "rough-looking country men" and their wives are as hard to 

define as the "fine snow flakes" that curl and eddy about the buildings. 

[5] Now Cather is taking me, as if we were seeing things from the wind's 

perspective, out of town and past the work horses and farm wagons, to the 

station on the edge of town. We've arrived someplace I am not sure I want to 

be. In the ghost-like weather and the whipping wind, I begin to wonder just 

how much the inhabitants of Hanover are like the "mist of fine snowflakes" at 

the beginning of the paragraph. The people are not, as I first had thought, like 

the land. They are like the fine-grained or dry snow. I begin to wonder if I am 

like them. 

I sense the echo of Emily Dickinson's poem [Because I could not stop for 

Death]. It's very quiet here. I wonder if the entire town will evaporate or be 

blown away before the night train arrives. I am also aware of how, somehow, 

I've been pulled into this place by Cather's description. 

Observations on my reading 

I began with the belief that Cather wants to share an experience with 

me. I understand that. relating directly to a writer this way can be considered 

dangerous, but I also believe that part of the experience of reading is accepting 

the notion that the words I am reading are something being said by someone. 

Whether I call it dialogue or rhetoric, I am accepting a speech model for my 

reader/ writer relationship. 

I also recognize certain sensory memories that contribute to my identifi

cation with Cather's narrator in the paragraph. I know Hanover because I have 

lived in towns like Hanover. I was guided through Hanover, meditating on the 

cold, the sense of isolation, the community of spirits in a dark landscape. But I 
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didn't feel the cold until the end of the paragraph, when the description yielded 

to the sensation of moving and to the sudden feeling that I was alone on the 

edge of a town that was a waiting room for eternity. Here again I recognized 

Emily Dickinson's poem: 

Since then-'tis Centuries--and yet 

Feels shorter than the Day 

I first surmised the Horses' Heads 

Were toward Eternity. 

On the other hand, I don't feel completely alone in the landscape. I 

sense Cather. I wonder, at last, what she feels about all this. I think she might 

want to say, "What you're going to experience is a drab little town that, if you let 

it, will introduce you to a drab thrill brought on by the awareness of a curling 

and eddying life under a a gray sky in the midst of gray buildings with frost

scared people whom you do not know but whom you may recognize. Here, 

passing through my Hanover, you may recognize a sweeping eternity." 

She's made eternity real for me, for a moment 

The idea that comes from a feeling like this one will, at best, be only 

half expressed and lean toward the empathetic. I will not be clearly analytical. 

We cannot catch the whole experience in the net of language. We must also try 

to get caught in the net ourselves as we cast it. There's something in the mix of 

the writer's language and our own that establishes empathy-identification. 

The idea in the paragraph issues from the experience of the description. It 

suggests, I think, that beyond the immediate moment we are experiencing we 

exist only in imagination or memory. Our delicate and precarious lives resonate 

through time, but our individuality goes along on the journey only when it 

senses someone else's presence in the dark landscape of past or future. 

When I think about what I have done, I realize I've allowed myself huge 

imaginative leaps in writing about the paragraph. There are dangers here. The 

trick is to stay close enough to the text to keep it in view. I am not, in other 

words, creating a completely new text but discovering my relationship to 
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Cather's text. There are basic strategies that can be instruments for reading and 

writing about texts this way. 

(1) I read a little and write a little. In fact, I could write out the para

graph and add my reactions in parentheses. 

(2) I allow my experiences into the discussion where they seem to touch 

upon the description. 

(3) I include my readings of other texts as part of the experience. In 

fact, my understanding of those past texts broadens as I relate them 

to what I am reading now. 

( 4) I wait until I have imaginatively experienced the paragraph before I 

attempt to move to an idea. I take my time. 

(5) I state my conclusions while remaining aware of what I feel and 

think Cather's motives are. If my perception of her motive changes, 

my perception of the idea will change as well. 

( 6) The result of this approach is that I develop an intense and personal 

relationship with the paragraph. 

Of course, it's not always necessary or desirable to make deep connec

tions with a text or to get to know a writer personally as we are reading, and 

there are certain kinds of reading that encourage us to resist such connections. 

Even then, however, we may find ourselves needing to take sides as we read, and 

as we do we again negotiate between the public world and the private world, 

between the text and ourselves. We find ourselves, for example, wanting to 

recognize that the facts in a report are actually just one person's attempt to get us 

to see his or her point of view. We begin to wonder about who is saying what to 

whom for what reason. Thus climbing into a text isn't always a matter of paying 

attention to every sentence at every moment, but if a piece of writing is to be 

ours in any way, we must engage it directly at some point during our reading. 

Sometimes our engagement goes only so far as our taking sides with the 

writer or against the writer. For some reason, as we give our reasons why we 

agree or disagree, we begin to trust the writer because we understand him or her. 

We feel at home with the proposition, sentiment, or evidence because, as when 

we have a heart-felt discussion with a stranger, the writer has exchanged some-
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thing with us. At other times, especially in a piece of persuasive writing, we find 

ourselves caught up in a dialogue with the writer. It's good at those times to stop 

reading long enough to examine our responses as transactions with the writer's. 

When we do, it's helpful to ask ourselves, who is saying what to whom, how, and 

for what reason? This is a particularly rhetorical kind of questioning (see 

Coleridge, Aids xv; Richards 118). It is a question that moves us to an analysis 

of the text. It may not, however, allow us to get a feeling for an idea, and 

Rhetorical Synthesis comes about when we not only understand an idea but 

recognize the way we feel about it 

The second question that leads us to a Rhetorical Synthesis is what in 

my own history, memory, or imagining responds to the writer and the subject? 

Whereas the first question is an act of analysis, the second is an act of synthesis 

because we are applying the text to our lives: we blend our own experience with 

the issue and measure both in terms of the writer's experience as he or she offers 

it to us in the text. 

I can imagine someone listing possible answers to those two questions in 

a good classroom exercise. However, in a close reading we can enter into a 

conversation with the writer and the text instead. We can take the time to go 

beyond the list. The text I'm going to climb into next is Orwell's "The Tramp

Monster Myth," a paragraph just 12 pages from the end of his 1933 autobio

graphical novel Down and Out in Paris and London. This paragraph is not a 

description. It's part of an argument. It's logical and deals with ideas. My 

synthesis will involve moving from the idea to an emotion or feeling for the 

thought. 

II. "The Tramp-Monster Myth" by George Orwell 

Text 

[1] As a matter of fact, very little of the tramp-monster will survive 

inquiry. Take the generally accepted idea that tramps are dangerous 

characters. Quite apart from experience, one can say a priori that very 

few tramps are dangerous [2], because if they were dangerous they would 
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be treated accordingly. A casual ward will often admit a hundred tramps 

in one night, and these are handled by a staff of at most three porters. A 

hundred ruffians could not be controlled by three unarmed men. In

deed, when one sees how tramps let themselves be bullied by the work

house officials, it is obvious that they are the most docile, broken

spirited creatures imaginable. Or take the idea that all tramps are 

drunkards-an idea ridiculous on the face of it. No doubt many tramps 

would drink if they got the chance, but in the nature of things they 

cannot get the chance. At this moment a pale watery stuff called beer is 

seven pence a pint in England. To be drunk on it would cost at least 

half a crown, and a man who can command half a crown at all often is 

not a tramp. The idea that tramps are impudent social parasites ("sturdy 

beggars") is not absolutely unfounded, but it is only true in a few per 

cent of the cases. Deliberate, cynical parasitism, such as one reads of in 

Jack London's books on American tramping, is not in the English 

character. The English are a conscience-ridden race, with a strong sense 

of the sinfulness of poverty [3]. One cannot imagine the average En

glishman deliberately turning parasite, and this national character does 

not necessarily change because a man is thrown out of work. Indeed, if 

one remembers that a tramp is only an Englishman out of work, forced 

by law to live as a vagabond, then the tramp-monster vanishes. I am not 

saying, of course, that most tramps are ideal characters; I am only saying 

that they are ordinary human beings, and that if they are worse than 

other people it is the result and not the cause of their way of life (201-

02). 

Protocol 

[1] I start reading and then stop. Why do I, in fact, recognize a connec

tion to this particular topic? After all, Orwell is British, and we are not familiar 

with tramps any more. Or are we? Orwell begins with his thesis: The "tramp

monster myth" has "very little" truth to it. The topic itself may interest me 

because of all the news reports of the "homeless." More specifically, I remember 

a particular protest by the homeless on a courthouse lawn in Tucson, Arizona. 

th I d. 0 11' " " "h l " I I'm sure, in other words, at am rea mg rwe s tramps as my ome ess. 
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am also sure that the British tramps will not be exactly like my Tucson homeless. 

But there is a more personal connection. While the homeless were 

camping out on the courthouse lawn, my mother was called for jury duty. The 

day she was called, I had to escort her because she was terrified at having to walk 

by the camp. Orwell says that it is a "generally accepted idea that tramps are 

dangerous." The word "generally" suggests that he will argue that they are not. I 

wonder to what degree he could convince my mother, and yet I want to agree 

with Orwell myself. I want to confirm for myself and convince my mother that 

the homeless are not dangerous. Maybe Orwell can help. 

He proceeds with a logical statement announcing he is arguing "quite 

apart from experience." In short, he's asking us to ignore our own experience for 

a moment and to look at things logically--or, more likely, from his own perspec

tive. I do not believe, for example, that any argument is devoid of engagement 

and involvement. There are always personal motives involved, and I have to 

trust him in order to accept his logic. If he breaks that trust at some point in the 

paragraph, I'm going to have problems siding with him because I'm much more 

likely to remember my mother's terrified expression than his logical argument. 

This is why as a sole persuasive device logic fails. 

[2] I can begin to follow his reasons for believing as he does, but I still 

have the ghost of experience rattling around and combating his reasoning. He 

argues from examples: A) If the tramps (my homeless) were dangerous, they 

would be treated like dangerous criminals. They are not, and therefore they are 

merely "broken spirited creatures." I can't say I like the term "creatures." B) If 
all tramps were drunkards, Orwell says, they would not be tramps because if they 

could afford beer they could afford a place to live. I have to admit I'm doubting 

his reasoning here. It seems to me, "quite apart from experience," that if some

one is addicted to alcohol, he or she will spend money on beer rather than on 

shelter. C) English tramps, Orwell reminds the reader, are not the American 

tramps Jack London describes; it's not in the English nature to be deliberate 

parasites. English tramps are merely other Englishmen out of work. 
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[3] Of course, my frail trust in Orwell's argument is shattered by his 

nationalistic assumptions that Englishmen are not guilty of "cynical parasitism," 

while Americans are. I understand that he has used an American author for 

support, that he is writing for an English audience, and that he is sincere. Still, I 

can't trust him to argue for me as an advocate for the homeless. 

Observations on my reading 

Suddenly, it seems I have an unexpected tum in my reading. I'm 

finished with the paragraph. I have found that if I want Orwell's help in per

suading either myself or my mother about anything relating to the homeless, I 

am not going to get it. I can either stop at this point and try something else, or 

although he's still in on the conversation, I can try to go on without Orwell and 

figure out why this topic interests me as it does. In other words, I'm shifting my 

approach to the logic from a detached logic to an informal logic based on 

engagement and experience. Why has the totally arbitrary combination of 

Orwell, my mother, and the homeless come to mean something to me? It's at 

this point that the relationship of meaning-making and problem-solving be

comes important. Am I in some way solving a problem as I am making meaning? 

Is it important to see this as a problem that needs to be solved, or has the 

important issue become understanding my relationship to the problem of 

homelessness? Meaning-making, then, becomes a way of establishing closer 

relationships to problems, of identifying bias and engagement. It seems that if I 

am interested in solving a problem at all it is a problem of meaning. Just how 

useful are these kinds of speculative reasoning? 

Because I've abandoned a detached or formal logic, I need to recognize 

the elements affecting the workings of an engaged logic. I imagine some of the 

elements of my mother's point of view. First, she believes many of the homeless 

are crazy. The press tells us so. Second, she has learned from TV that many of 

the homeless are drug users. The least dangerous of the bunch are drunks. All of 

them prey on older women to get money for drugs. Finally, although some 

homeless are mothers with children, she believes the homeless are mostly men 

who are too lazy to work and simply want to live off society. The press, TV, Jack 

London, and George Orwell present this view. 
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But this will not do. My initial motives were to understand the tramp/ 

homeless-monster myth and to explain to my mother why she should not fear 

the homeless. The first question, "Who is saying what to whom and for what 

reason?" is fairly easy to answer at this point. Orwell is persuading his English 

readers to consider the tramps as countrymen. Perhaps that act of identification 

would bring about changes, even change some laws. Orwell believes a change in 

laws might make a difference. Orwell is not, however, saying something to me. 

The second question therefore becomes important: "What in my history, 

memory, or imaginings responds to the writer and the subjectr' 

When I attempt to answer that question, the issue becomes part of my 

personal life, and I must admit the answers disturb me. My mother has often 

lived on the edge of hopelessness. She lost her mother when she was eight, and 

her father left her with her grandparents. She has worked her whole life and not 

known, for certain, that she didn't have to worry about being homeless. Now, 

like many older people, she's afraid of being left alone in the world again. No 

matter how hard I try to comfort her, she will remain frightened. After all, her 

son has been something of an educational tramp, choosing to stay in college long 

enough to earn a Ph. 0 ., but he always remains on the edge of a homeless life, a 

wandering scholar. I understand her fears. She sees something of herself in the 

homeless. She doesn't want to be desperate. 

A memory: once while in San Francisco for the MLA convention, I 

came to believe the homeless were a mixture of those who needed help and 

those who were experts in getting money by being victims. Some of them didn't 

know if they were tramps, homeless, monsters, victims, or criminals. They did 

know they were cold and wrapped in indignity. One man sat on the sidewalk in 

a winter night's rain with a baseball cap on the ground and a sign before him 

proclaiming "I am homeless. Out of work. Vet. HIV positive. Will work for 

food." Whether all of that was true, or whether he was applying a list of appeals 

he was sure would cover everything, he lost. Everyone passed him by. 

From now on, with the world economy chewing on us as we stand in the 

cold water of innumerable world depressions, it may be that we genuinely fear 

the homeless because we see ourselves in them. What signs might we ourselves 
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hold up in the future? I remember an earlier English writer, Samuel Taylor 

Coleridge, who wrote "What an awful Duty Hope Becomes"(~ 124). lfl 

don't want my emotional life stranded on the streets, I need to remember how 

important the belief in a future with homes for all of us continues to be. Hope's 

spare change is not enough, and the distance between hopeless and homeless is 

only a short walk. 

Suggestions for close readings and concluding thoughts about a Rhetorical Synthesis 

Close readings may be used in place of traditional literary essays or 

incorporated into them. The basic idea is to allow students to develop a rela

tionship with a text through thoughtful annotation. As they do, students might 

consider the following: 

• Identify the place in the text about which you are writing. 

• Use your class notes to add information from discussions and lectures. 

• Use the close reading as a way to bring together your journal entries. 

• Remember that more than one person can work on a close reading. 

Use a discussion group to add more dimensions to the close reading. 

I have used the terms Rhetorical Synthesis and Close Readings inter

changeably. I would not want the term Rhetorical Synthesis to be taken too 

seriously. I am not creating a new term for reading. What I am doing is what 

Louise Rosenblatt has termed a "transactional" approach to reading. It is an 

inclusive approach rather than one that attempts to limit a reaction to a text. 

Rhetorical Synthesis is a term we can use to describe the activity of reading 

closely because the term suggests that all texts persuade us of something and that 

the act of persuasion depends upon our willingness to participate in identifying 

the possibilities in a text and then bringing those disparate possibilities together 

in a reading. 

A Rhetorical Synthesis often costs more than an analysis. It requires 

that as readers we climb into a text and let its writer drive us forward. It asks us 

to look for something attracting us to the writer. We may find it more difficult 

than simply commenting on the writer's technique or listing the writer's argu-
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ments or judging the writer's motives from a dispassionate perspective. The 

result of the Rhetorical Synthesis is that when and if we write an analysis, we 

form our judgments from the viewpoints of panicipants rather than of observers. 

I know ·that there are times when we cannot or even should not allow ourselves 

to participate in texts this way. When we do invest ourselves in texts by reading 

closely, however, we are likely to value those texts or the writers who created 

them because we have earned a relationship. 
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Teaching English Education, Teaching Eighth Grade 

by 
John Banschbach and Cindy Kortuem 

The studies of the 1980's that called for educational reform emphasized 

the need for more connections between schools and the institutions that prepare 

teachers (Carnegie Forum 75-77; Holmes Group 4-5, 56; Task Force on Teacher 

Education for Minnesota's Future 20, 44-45). One of the ways such connections 

strengthen teacher education programs is an increase in awareness of school 

culture. The differences between university culture and school culture are great, 

even "formidable" (Goodlad 11; Sarason 15-19), but also easy to overlook, and 

the difficulties that sometimes overwhelm beginning teachers are in many ways 

the problems of making the transition from the one culture to the other. 

In an effort, then, to help prospective English teachers at Mankato State 

University become more familiar with school culture, we agreed to a "teacher 

exchange." Cindy Kortuem, an English teacher at Cleveland High School, 

Cleveland, Minnesota, taught an English methods class at Mankato State 

University. During that same quarter, John Banschbach, who ordinarily teaches 

the methods class, taught two of Kortuem's classes, both sections of eighth grade 

English. Our experiences demonstrated the value of such a school-university 

connection and enhanced the education of at least one of the groups of students. 

Cindy Kortuem: Teaching English Education 

Having prospective English teachers taught by those living the day-to

day experience is extremely valuable. Theories and methods taught by those 

within the college climate sometimes do not make sense until some hands-on 

experience takes place. Besides teaching the creation of a lesson plan and units 

to the methods class, I stressed teacher effectiveness with an emphasis on 

classroom management, time management, assessment and a micro-teaching 

experience. 

Because I was still teaching my other classes at Cleveland at the same 
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time as this methods class, it was easy to use my most recent examples of class

room assignments, conflicts, and successes with the methods students. From the 

feedback I received from these students, I learned that they seemed truly inter

ested in hearing my war stories, from the latest saga concerning the lunchroom 

duty battles to the behavioral-problem students' current conflicts with the 

classroom teacher or authority figure. Sharing these day-to-day experiences with 

the class seemed extremely beneficial. These real examples gave a practical 

viewpo~nt that had credibility. The other valuable experiences for these poten

tial tea'chers were the teaching of a ten-minute literature lesson to the rest of the 

class and a week of field experience with cooperating public school teachers. 

The field experience was their first exposure to actual hands-on practice where 

they corrected assignments, gave spelling tests, and worked one-on-one with 

students needing extra help. Judging from the response of the class, this experi

ence was invaluable. 

Using the everyday public classroom teacher for college methods courses 

is an innovatio~ that should occur more often. Similarly, the methods professor 

should be required to teach in the public classroom from time to time. Our 

future teachers need to be exposed to the real and the practical. Leaming 

theories first without gaining any control of classroom management techniques 

through experience does not help in the education of our youth. Our prospec

tive teachers need more field experience first, and then perhaps the theories will 

be more meaningful. To help future teachers be better teachers we need more 

exchanges such as the one I participated in. Exposure and awareness for all 

involved can only be of great benefit for our future. 

John Banschbach: Teaching Eighth Grade 

My immediate goal in this exchange was to test the practicality of my 

methods courses. I had taught high school sophomores and juniors, but I had 

never taught junior high students, and I needed to find out whether the teaching 

strategies considered in my methods courses would be effective with junior high 

students. I found that several of the strategies could not be used with these 

students. But more important than this is what these failures taught me about 

school culture. 
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In my methods classes I talk to students about constraints, about the 

elements of a community, a school, a student body, or a teacher that limit what 

the teacher does in the classroom. I learned much about constraints. For 

example, as a high school teacher, a college teacher, and a presenter of work

shops to teachers, I have always used small group techniques extensively. They 

were, in fact, a mainstay of my classes, because they engage students in learning 

through speaking and they help to create a student-centered classroom. While I 

had found that, in some situations, small group techniques were not productive, 

I had never, before this found them counterproductive. I tried to use small 

groups with the junior high students twice; both times a critical mass of students 

found them a statement that the rules in the building had been annulled. When 

I asked other teachers about this later, one teacher told me that he occasionally 

used small groups with these classes, but he moved the desks himself so that they 

did not become "bumper cars." Since I had wanted to begin to develop a 

reading-writing workshop over the course of the eleven weeks, my inability to 

use small groups led to a wholesale revision of my plans. 

My experience with small group techniques was an instance of a larger 

constraint that typified my experience for the eleven weeks I was there. I found 

that the students had very firm ideas about what was significant education and 

what was not. Small group discussion was not significant education; worksheets 

were. The students had spelling and vocabulary workbooks which, in my one 

departure from school policies, I chose not to use. I instead developed spelling 

and vocabulary lists from the stories the students were reading, focusing on 

words in context and of importance to the stories and creating various exercises 

to help students become familiar with the words. After nine weeks, I simply ran 

out of the time and energy needed to create any more exercises, and I told the 

students to get out their workbooks. There was a collective sigh of relief. They 

got their workbooks, they began to do the exercises, and they were, for one of 

the few times during the quarter, simultaneously engaged and content. 

In the end I was reduced to six activities that the students found to be 

significant education: lecture, tests and quizzes, worksheets, oral reading com

bined with what we called discussion (that is, my questions, their answers), 
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silent independent reading, and journal writing. This was in part an expression 

of the students' need for stability and routine (Sizer 174-176; Lipsitz 9-10). One 

of my mistakes was in fact one of the goals of the exchange, my desire to test the 

strategies of my methods class. This resulted in the repeated introduction of 

activities that were new to them, the disruption of the routine they were familiar 

with, and the lack of a new routine. They responded by insisting on the familiar. 

And, since the stability of the familiar made them more willing to learn, I too 

found it valuable, even though workbooks, for example, contradicted my ideas 

about effective teaching. 

In addition to students' expectations about schooling, the other con

straint that struck me most forcibly was the difficulty of getting to know the 

students well. Knowing students individually is especially important with 

students in early adolescence and is a major principle of middle school organiza

tion (Eichhorn 59). But both school procedures and my own purposes made it 

difficult to know the students. The classes were 53 minutes long, with five 

minutes for students to change classes; that is, there was no time to talk to 

students individually beyond one or two sentences (see Sizer 19, 82). I did not 

see the students outside of class. I was not involved in extracurricular activities, 

and since it was a rural community, the students boarded their buses immedi

ately after school. Finally, since I came to the school more concerned with 

teaching strategies than with students, I did not make getting to know the 

students the priority it should have been. 

Schools and universities differ in "purpose, function, structure, clientele, 

reward systems, rules and regulations, ambiance, ethos" ( Goodlad 14). We have 

focused here on the 'difference in clientele. While this teacher exchange was 

obviously beneficial to us in its specifying differences between school and 

university cultures, there needs to be greater links between schools and teacher

preparation programs than such exchanges. Despite the information provided 

him as a result of this exchange, a student teacher explained that only during 

student teaching did he realize that "students were individuals" with "personal 

interests and personal lives." This young man was bright and committed to 

teaching well, yet, until the experience of student teaching, working in schools 
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had remained for him an abstraction. It may be unrealistic to expect that, at the 

end of their teacher preparation programs, student teachers are as familiar with 

school culture as they are with university culture, but, clearly, that should be the 

goal. 
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Writing for Publication: 
Is There a Place for the Public School Teacher? 

by 
Sarah Coprich Johnson 

Few school boards if any provide incentives for faculty members to write 

or do research, perhaps suggesting through their lack of incentives that they do 

not respect or value faculty research. Few public school teachers must publish in 

order to keep their jobs, so professional writing ranks very low on their Things to 

Do lists. Professional writing for publication, however, has many important 

benefits which can be especially meaningful to all teachers of English. 

Professional writing can provide the important ingredient for keeping 

teachers alert and interested. When teachers share with their peers an idea, a 

problem that they have solved or what they have learned through a special class 

project or set of assignments, they can experience the exciting feeling of writing 

with a purpose, of reaching a goal, of gaining recognition for their work, and of 

having their voices heard in the profession. Donald Murray suggests that writing 

professionall Y is "an extension of teaching and a stimulation to teaching" (153). 

Through the process of writing for scholarly journals and professional 

magazines teachers can gain information that will help them remain current in 

their disciplines, and they can discover ideas that may be useful in their own 

classooms. Researchers suggest that teachers should be responsive readers of 

student writing, prepared to identify and solve writing problems (Greenhalgh 

401). Writing for publication is a way of helping teachers achieve these recom

mended goals, as they will engage in meaningful research related to teaching and 

to their responses to student writing. According to Mark Reynolds, teachers 

who write professionally will "discover new material for classroom use and find 

new ways of presenting old material, thus enriching all segments of their teach

ing" (290). In composition classes teachers of English answer questions daily 

concerning what it means to be a writer and how writers become effective in 

clarifying their meanings to readers. The goals of composition classes suggest 

what teachers think expertise in writing is, and the way one teaches suggests 
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how student writers should achieve expertise (Carter 265). Writing for profes

sional publication can be useful in helping teachers keep in touch with what 

students experience as writers and in answering student questions conc;rning 

the writing process. 

Writing does not always come naturally. It must be practiced. Because 

writing is often an unnatural activity, writing for professional publication can 

help teachers gain the practice needed to refine their writing skills. 

How can teachers possibly add professional writing into their already 

busy schedule? At what time can teachers write? 

The perfect times for writing are few. Not many of us will get that free 

space or long stretch of time to devote to writing, so writing should be a part of 

everyday activities. The following are suggestions for building writing into a 

busy daily schedule. These suggestions come from a variety of sources: articles 

related to this important subject; suggestions given by my colleagues; and my 

own experience as a teacher and writer. 

Finding Time to Write 

l. Keep a planning notebook with you to play in at the office, at home, 

in the car, on the airplane, at faculty meetings, and beside the televi

sion. The notebook will make it possible for you to use fragments of 

time to sketch outlines, titles, leads, endings, and key paragraphs. 

These bits and pieces of writing will make you ready to write when you 

have an hour, or two, or three (Murray 148). 

2. Write bits and pieces of ideas on your computer at home or work 

during a lunch period. Be sure to save these fragments of work, so that 

you can easily retrieve the information and continue your work at a 

more convenient time. Scraps of paper can get misplaced. 

3. Write in class as your students write. 
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4. Write out your thoughts as a form of relaxation before going to bed. 

5. Form a writing group. 

6. Write as a means of dealing with conflict. 

What can teache~ write about? What is there to say? Conflicts and 

problems serve as excellent material for articles. Sometimes solutions grow out 

of problems, and your colleagues would like to hear how you solved a particularly 

troubling situation in your class or with your own writing. Writing down what 

you feel and what you think can also help you discover and clarify directions for 

handling a number of difficulties in the classroom and beyond. A few years ago I 

was one of a group of teachers in a summer writing project in Detroit. Over the 

summer a cultural conflict arose among a few of the teachers concerning the 

appropriate handling of what some teachers considered "disgusting" student 

behavior on a field trip. As a result of this conflict one of the teachers in the 

group wrote a book that has now received national attention. 

Teachers can use successful assignments and activities that have worked 

for students as a source for writing. Many journals and professional magazines 

have special issues from time to time that focus on teaching stories or on success

ful methods and strategies for teaching specific skills. Teaching stories can help 

teachers as well as others expand their perspectives. Stories, according to Jerome 

Bruner, are ways of exploring possible worlds out of the context of immediate 

need (Bruner 123). David Schaffsma sees stories as "a kind of knowledge that 

teachers and students create" (30). Through shared stories teachers can learn 

from one another how to be teachers (29). Two years ago a colleague and I tried 

a letter exchange activity with our freshman composition classes. Because we 

believed that this activity was especially helpful to ESL (English as a Second 

Language) classes, understanding the audience and providing them with an 

opportunity to expand their perceptions of other cultures, we recorded notes 

concerning this activity and conducted regular discussions concerning what we 

observed as teachers of this new technique for teaching writing. Through our 

shared stories about what happened in our classes as a result of the letter ex-
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c~anges, we developed an article that will soon be published in a book that deals 

with ways teachers can help students to bridge cross-cultural differences. 

Teachers should remember that there is always something more that can 

~ sai~ on j~t about any subject. Respond and expand on what others say about 

issues m wntmg and issues in the classroom. Amidst the chaos of heavy teach

ing loads, overdue reports, large classes and family obligations, public school 

teachers should talce the plunge and write for professional publication as a means 

of re-examining knowledge and strengths in their discipline, as a means of more 

carefully observing and critically responding to what is happening in the class

room and in the profession, and as a means of refining their own skills as writers. 
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World in Flux: Achebe's Use of Folktale and Proverb 

When approaching a work of world literature one often assumes that the 

cultural understanding the read~r initially brings to the work is sufficient to 

analyze the work on several levels. This is not true, however, for most Western 

readers of works from a non-Western culture; there a lack of cultural knowledge 

can lead to misunderstanding out of ignorance. Many times the student is at a 

loss to understand cultural or historical references that are central to the under

standing of the work as a coherent whole. 

The novels of Chinue Achebe illustrate the importance of gaining a 

working knowledge of the history and culture from which a work originates. His 

novels offer the Western reader the opportunity to delve deeper into Achebe's 

Ibo culture and thereby clarify the more subtle messages he encodes for the 

English-speaking audience. 

One method of approaching a piece of world literature is to understand 

the use and importance of cultural lore and speech elements. In Achebe's Ibo 

culture, folktales and proverbs do not merely illustrate stories learned in child

hood, but contain encoded messages about right and wrong action or though 

social commentary and observations on human nature and character. 

Achebe relies heavily on the use of Ibo folktales and proverbs to trans

mit a true picture of his culture at any given time in its history. He does not, 

however, explain the picture he presents. The reader must actively search_ out 

the cultural connotations of these tales and proverbs to gain an understanding of 

characters and plot movement in the novels that is not otherwise apparent. 

Although Achebe writes in English, he sees his role as a novelist as 

"helping my society regain belief in itself and put away the complexes of the 

years of denigration and self-abasement" (Morning Yet 71). Nigeria as a politi• 

cal entity did not really exist before the period of colonization. Even today the 
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country is primarily composed of differing ethnic groups with no strong central 

political unity. This fact is important in understanding Achebe's desire to unite 

the Ibo people with a heritage that is ethnic and not necessarily political. 

In Ibo society the individual lives in a universe governed by coinplex 

relationships involving both the natural world and the community. These 

relationships must remain intact for society to function properly. 

In Achebe's Ibo society storytellers and the art of storytelling are highly 

esteemed. This use of language is so important to the daily interactions of the 

society that, according to Rems Nna Umeasiegbu, a researcher into traditional 

Ibo stories, "any villager who wishes to become an elder may not do so until he 

can prove that he can speak well. Speaking well does not only mean making 

oneself understood .... It is the ability to know how to use speech markers, how 

to terminate the speech of an opponent, how to encourage a reticent person to 

talk, and how to hold a listener spellbound if one wants to be respected in the 

community" (6). It is not only professional storytellers who are expected to 

speak well. Every Ibo child participates in storytelling sessions either within the 

home or at public gatherings (8). Stories and proverbs are an integral part of the 

Ibo society, and Achebe uses them in his novels to reveal characterization. 

One proverbial tale and that recurs in each of Achebe's novels, "The 

Wrestling Contest in the Land of Spirits," illustrates the concept of the man of 

action who must balance a sense of self with a sense of his responsibility to the 

community. The tale is common in collections of Ibo stories. However, since 

storytelling is an oral art, the tale exists in slightly different versions. Rems Nna 

Umeasiegbu has recorded several versions of the tale. The one appearing in his 

book Words Are Sweet: Iibo Stories and Storytellini is representative of the 

basic tale. 

Briefly, the tale concerns a young boy who was considered a great 

wrestler by the entire village. As his fame went to his head and be became vain, 

he became preoccupied with the idea of wrestling with spirits. One day he left 

for the spirit land with his friend the lizard. There he encountered several spirits 
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and beat the all. Finally, they put forward th~ir best wrestler- the ten-headed 

spirit, who soundly defeated the boy. Lizard revived the boy, and before the 

spirits could notice, they ran away. The spirits gave chase, and just as the boy 

reached the line separating the mortal and immortal worlds with freedom in 

sight, one of the spirits scratched the boy's back and tore his flesh- otherwise 

the boy was safe (Umeasiegbu 130-31). 

This tale might appear to be nothing more than a child's tale. However, 

it contains information about the Ibo view of heroism and decision-making. 

Symbolically the boy's journey to the spirit land is an illustration of courage and 

knowledge gained both for the individual and the community. Since the Ibo 

regard the art of wrestling highly, the boy's courage is obvious. His defeat at the 

hands of the ten-headed spirit is symbolic of many life situations where the 

outcome is uncertain. His scar, the physical reminder of the match, bespeaks 

knowledge gained about his dreams, his fears, and his limitations. 

Achebe himself alludes to this tale when speaking of Nigeria's colonial 

past, disturbed present, and unclear future. In his essay "Named for Victoria, 

Queen of England" he states, "We lived at the crossroads of cultures. We still do 

today, but when I was a boy one could see and sense the peculiar quality and 

atmosphere of it more clearly .... But still the crossroads does have a certain 

dangerous potency--dangerous because a man might perish there wrestling with 

multiple-headed spirits, but also he might be lucky and return to his people with 

the boon of prophetic vision" (Momin2 Yet 119). This story is deeply ingrained 

within the traditional Ibo society, and Achebe's reference to it shows its impor

tance to one's group destiny as well as one's individual destiny. In Ibo culture, 

each individual must consider the entire community in decision making. 

Storytelling is not the only verbal skill held in high regard by the Ibo. 

The art of using the proverb also is deemed very important. According to D. lbe 

Nwoga in Iiwo Lani\Jaie and Culture. the proverb is "the experience of several 

ages gathered and summed up in one expression" (186). The proverb then is the 

concise distillation of societal morality and cultural philosophy compressed into 

one short phrase. Proverbs use images of daily life and natural phenomena to 
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discuss something which is far more difficult to describe. Within the proverb are 

encoded comments on human nature, socially acceptable behavior, or group and 

personal destiny. 

One proverb that recurs frequently in Achebe's novels is "a man who 

brings ant-ridden faggots into the house should expect the visit of lizards." This 

proverb comments on the willfulness of men in having their own way regardless 

of the consequences. This interpretation makes no real sense to the Western 

reader until it is understood that the proverb refers to the time when homes were 

commonly heated with wood fires. If ant-ridden faggots were brought into the 

house and burned, the ants would try to escape and infest the room. Lizards 

would then arrive to eat the ants and create a bigger problem than before. 

This is the world inhabited by Obi Okonkwo. He is the grandson of 

Okonkwo in Thines Fall Apart and Obi's father Isaac is the son who has become 

a Christian and has risen to the position of catechist in the Church. Obi's father 

maintains a certain sense of his own cultural heritage. Obi, however, must 

function in a world different from his father's and dramatically different from his 

grandfather's. 

The opening section of the novel shows Obi being sentenced for an 

unnamed crime and then flashes back in time to reveal the events leading up to 

his conviction for bribery. The structure of the novel echoes the form of the 

proverb of the ant-ridden faggots. If Obi had looked into his future and deter

mined the possible outcomes of his actions, he could have avoided bringing ant• 

infested faggots, or problems, into his house. Obviously, he did not, and the 

lizards have arrived with a vengeance. Obi must live in a world that does not 

follow the traditional Ibo world view. He must determine how he will conduct 

himself at the center of two clashing cultures. The idea of balance in action as 

expressed in the tale of "The Wrestling Match in the Land of Spirits" is central 

to understanding Obi's precarious position. Allusions to similarities between 

Obi and the lad in the tale are apparent to someone with a knowledge of this 

tale. 
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One telling incident from his youth illustrates that Obi's journey be

tween worlds begins many years before he leaves for England. As a boy he has 

been called up for the "Oral" session. It is a time he both hates and fears: 

"During this period the teacher called on any pupil to tell the class a fold story" 

(81). Since his father has forbidden his mother from telling the children tradi

tional stories, Obi doesn't know any and is embarrassed in front of the class. He 

goes home and tells his mother about the incident. Out of his father's hearing 

she gives him a story for the class. Obi has spent his entire life between two 

cultures-the traditional one, which his mother to some extent still fosters, and 

the more Europeanized world of his father the catechist. 

Obi leaves Nigeria to attend school in England, where ironically he 

receives a degree in English literature. Then he returns to Nigeria to take a post 

in the colonial government. At a gathering of clansmen after his return from 

England, someone refers to his physical resemblance to his grandfather 

Okonkwo, and guests remark on the distance between England and Nigeria, 

saying "without a doubt you have visited the land of spirits" and "here is a little 

boy returned from wrestling in the spirit world" (54 ). Like the boy in the tale, 

Obi too has been changed by his journey. But the changes in him are not 

physical. They are internal and are played out in the choices he makes. 

Obi brings back from England the awareness that he does not truly 

belong to either the British or the traditional Ibo society. He does not see the 

British presence as negative in terms of Nigerian society; however, much that is 

seen as positive in the Ibo society has been distorted from its traditional intent. 

For example, the Ibo view of community, where it is acceptable for the indi

vidual to take from the group as long as no injury is caused to it, has turned into 

the wide-spread presence of bribery for self-advancement by individuals within 

the government and other social institutions. 

Obi has no difficulty in accepting this distorted picture of the traditional 

view. He wholeheartedly accepts the perceived importance of owning a car and 

belonging to a country club. What Obi does not see are the advantages to be 

gained by operating within the traditional Ibo framework. This is further 
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illustrated by Obi's unwillingness to repay the Umofia Progressive Union that 

has paid for his education in England. Rather than ask for an extension, which 

would have been granted since he is a member of the clan, Obi decides to solve 

the problem himself. By disregarding the clan view of community, Obi distances 

himself even more from his traditional roots. 

His alienation from the traditional clan group is further illustrated in his 

choice of a mate. Obi wishes to marry Clara, an Ibo woman trained in England 

to be a nurse. However, her family, is "osu," or a family that by tradition has 

been dedicated to the gods, and she is therefore taboo. Obi's father, in a rare 

instance of upholding the traditional view, tells him that if he persists in marry

ing Clara,"You will bring sorrow on your head and on the heads of your chil

dren" (127). He steadfastly refuses to consider this possible future outcome. 

Soon Obi, in his struggle to belong to something, loses everything. Obi's 

journey to the land of spirits ends in his total alienation from either cultural 

group. 

Through the knowledge of traditional Ibo tales and proverbs, the 

informed reader makes the journey with Obi. Unlike Obi, the thoughtful reader 

who has taken the time to acquaint himself with the cultural importance of the 

traditional elements in the novel makes a journey of discovery that ends in a 

more respectful and illuminating understanding of another culture-not isola

tion. It is to this reader that Achebe speaks. The clash of cultures is inevitable 

for all peoples, not just the Ibo. 

Gaining an insight into the history and cultural makeup of a piece of 

literature is helpful in understanding other works besides Achebe's. Any work 

that deals with elements of culture and language foreign to the reader's own 

deserves to be given the respect and active participation available to the cultur

ally aware reader. The challenge lies in taking the initiative to discover the 

cultural context and using that knowledge to look-not only at the specific 

work-but at the broader implications of that work for all of us. 
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A Student-Centered Approach to Shakespeare's Macbeth 

by 
Susan Watts 

Ask junior high school students to tell you about Shakespeare's work, 

and they will likely say that it's "complicated," "hard to understand," or "for 

really smart kids." That's what Sally Rothenberg's students said about Macbeth. 

even though they had never read it or any other of Shakespeare's plays. Ironi

cally, despite a continued aura ofbardolotry, Shakespeare himself wrote for the 

masses. In fact, editors who compiled Shakespeare's plays seven years after his 

death stated that they collected them not because they are great literary works, 

but "only to keep the memory of so worthy a Friend and Fellow alive as was our 

Shakespeare" (Losey 5). In this collection, they refer to Shakespeare's plays 
themselves as "trifles." 

Students who encounter Shakespeare as an "immortal genius" rarely get 

to appreciate his skill as a good story-teller. Yet it is the universal appeal of 

Shakespeare's stories, which genuinely illustrate the very fabric of common life, 

that accounts for the endurance of his work over time. Thus, many literary 

critics agree on the necessity for each generation to interpret Shakespeare within 

the framework of its contemporary culture. From the standpoint of English 

education, imposing the weight and demands of scholarship on Shakepeare's 

plays not only detracts from the stories, but interferes with the very purpose of 

the writing. Shakespeare can be best perceived in an experiential fashion, with 

the engagement of imagination, sensation, and feeling as modes of understand

ing. Engaging students in the rewarding study of one of Shakespeare's plays 

however, requires a transformed mind-set, an approach replicating the mind-set 

of audiences of earlier centuries. When intellect, emotion, and sensory integra

tion form the foundation for comprehension, then students will, by themselves, 

enter into an exploratory and defining process with the literature. 

Using a Scaffolded Reading Experience to Support Engagement 

In order to facilitate individual interpretation and appreciation, teachers 
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often need to provide support as students read Shakespeare's plays. This is 

particularly true for Sally Rothenberg, who teaches eighth and ninth graders with 

learning disabilities to enjoy Macbeth. Rothenberg's approach blends elements 

of thematic instruction with elements of the Scaffolded Reading Experience that 

Graves and Graves described in 1994. A Scaffolded Reading Experience (SRE) 

is a "a set of pre-reading, during-reading, and post-reading activities specifically 

designed to assist a particular group of students in successfully reading, under

standing, learning from, and enjoying a particular selection" (5). 

Underlying the SRE model are Campione's gradual release of responsibil

ity model and Vygotsky's concept of the zone of proximal development. Both 

concepts highlight the importance of supporting or scaffolding students as they 

enter new areas of work and move from one level of comfort and progress to the 

next. The SRE provides a menu of pre-reading, during-reading, and post-reading 

activities designed by the teacher. In designing these activities, teachers should 

be cognizant of the strengths and needs of their students, characteristics of the 

text to be read, and their instructional goals. The SRE options appear in Figure 1. 

The remainder of this article presents aspects of an SRE designed by Rothenberg 

for use with her students. 

Planning Phase 

The SRE described here was part of a thematic approach to literature. 

Rothenberg has found that by using themes, students are able to study and 

engage in literature while simultaneously learning about the social, political, 

economic, and cultural contexts within which the literature was created. In 

addition, students become actively involved in directing their own learning. 

Prior to the study of Macbeth. one month was spent studying Greek mythology. 

The interdisciplinary approach to Greek mythology involved discussions of 

Greek culture, philosophy, literature, and warfare. During the study of Greek 

literature, the concept of literary tragedy was introduced and this laid the 

foundation for the introduction of Shakespeare's Macbeth. In order to design an 

appropriate SRE, characteristics of the reading material, the instructional goals, 

and characteristics of the students were considered. The instructional goals, 
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which resulted from a cooperative effort between Rothenberg and her students, 

were first to learn why Shakespeare is considered to be a great writer and second 

to gain an in-depth understanding of literary tragedy. 

Implementation Phase 

During Rothenberg's unit on Macbeth. she had two-hour blocks of time 

with her students each day. However, the activities could certainly be imple

mented in shorter time blocks over a longer period of time. General pre-reading 

activities occurred on the first three days. Reading and during-reading activities 

occurred on days four through eight. The last two days of the unit were devoted 

to general post-reading activities. General pre-reading and post-reading activi

ties are those activities that preceded and followed, respectively, the play as a 

whole. As students read the play, on days four through eight, specific pre

reading, during-reading, and post-reading activities were implemented for each 

act. 

General Pre-reading Activities 

Graves and Graves suggest ten preceding activities from which to choose 

those most appropriate for a particular instructional setting (see Figure 1). Based 

on students' lack of prior knowledge related to the play, Rothenberg chose to 

spend time relating the reading to students' lives, activating background knowl

edge, and building text-specific knowledge. These activities were facilitated by 

Rothenberg's thematic approach to instruction. 

Activating prior knowledge and building text-specific knowledge. 

During the unit on Greek mythology, Rothenberg's class had read the Greek 

trilogy of The Oresteia. In order to activate prior knowledge for Macbeth, the 

class summarized The Oresteia, and its author, Aeschylus, who created literary 

tragedy. Based on this discussion, the class came up with a working definition of 

tragedy. 

Using information gleaned during the previous unit as a base, 

Rothenberg also provided information about the history and culture of Scotland 
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in the year 1050. There was a lively discussion of the clothing of the period, 

castles and other dwellings, warfare, and religion. A map of Scotland was posted 

in the classroom and students discussed the country's geographical features. 

Relating the reading to students' lives. First, the concept of literary 

tragedy developed by the class was expanded upon. Using elements of Frayer, 

Frederick, and Klausmeier's model of concept development, this included a 

presentation of what literary tragedy is and what it is not as well as the presenta• 

tion of examples and non-examples of the concept. Three elements were 

highlighted: first, showing human misery at its worst and human grandeur at its 

greatest; second, the monumental struggle of human will against inescapable 

destiny; and finally the concept of a tragic hero. The example served to relate 

the reading to students' lives because it came from the contemporary film and 

book trilogy, Star Wars. This example illustrated for the students a human at his 

darkest hour and at the height of grandeur, as well as the concepts of inescapable 

destiny and the tragic hero. 

General During-Reading Activities 

After providing a foundation for the play in its entirety, students began 

to read one act of the play each day for the next five days. Each day, students 

were engaged in pre-reading, during-reading, and post-reading activities. Pre

reading activities included responding to a question posed by Rothenberg at the 

end of the preceding day, verifying teacher and student understandings through 

discussion and question-posing, and making predictions. During-reading activi

ties consisted of reading aloud from a modem English version of the play with 

each student assuming a part and the teacher interjecting a key question or 

statement to guide students' reading. Journal writing constituted the post• 

reading activity. These activities provided students with opportunities for 

thorough understanding as well as personal response. After the entire play was 

read, students engaged in several post-reading activities designed to foster higher 

levels of comprehension and personal response. 
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General Post-reading Activities 

As indicated previously, students kept journals of their reactions and 

reflections throughout their reading, especially in areas discussed before the 

reading. Students were told that journal entries could be written in diary format 

and that they should refer to exact page and line numbers as frequently as 

possible in order to facilitate daily discussions and to aid in the organization of 

thoughts at the end of the play when students would be summarizing the play as 

a whole. 

Journal summaries and analyses. Rothenberg had her students color 

code their journal entries to facilitate a discussion of the play. Statements 

pertaining to Macbeth before the murders were coded in yellow, during the 

murders in pink, and in the end in blue. Entries pertaining to events in the play 

illustrating nature's revolt were highlighted in green. By comparing and con

trasting their entries, students got a sense of how their individual responses to 

the play varied. Through discussion, they were able to construct interpretations 

that went beyond their individual responses. In fulfillment a writing assignment, 

each student summarized the play in his/her journal by focusing on one of the 

four categories that were color coded. 

Relatin~ to current events. For an in-class project, students worked in 

pairs on an application activity involving a statement made in the New York 

Times regarding President Nixon's death. A Conservative Member of Parlia

ment referred to the former president as "a Shakespearean hero of tragic propor

tion" (Apple, A9). Students were to use their understanding of tragedy and the 

coverage in numerous articles in the New York Times to defend or refute this 

assertion. They color coded passages in the newspaper to build their cases, then 

presented their findings to the class. Each pair was assigned a position in the 

debate. Afterward, personal opinions were discussed. 

On the final day of the unit, students watched the film Macbeth. For 

homework, students were assigned to think about whether the movie changed 

their summary of the play and, if so, to rewrite the summary and describe the 

new perspective and its origin. In addition, they were asked to explain this 

quotation: 
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Moral order ... has lost a part of its own substance-a part more dangerous 

and unquiet, but far more valuable and nearer to its heart, than that 

which remains-a Fortinbras, a Malcolm, an Octavius. There is no 

tragedy in its expulsion of evil: the tragedy is that this involves the waste 

of good (Mehl 130). 

Writing to Promote Critical Thinking 

In order to promote critical thinking, Rothenberg's students elected to 

complete one of two follow-up projects related to the play. 

Mini-research project . During the witches' scene in the fourth act, a 

succession of Banquo's progeny in ghostly form appear before Macbeth, some 

bearing "two-fold balls and treble scepters" (4.1.121). From the first act we know 

that Banquo is, 

"Lesser than Macbeth, and greater." 

"Not so happy, yet much happier." 

"Thou shalt get kings, though thou be none." (1.3.65-67) 

Banquo's son would establish a powerful dynasty which eventually rules a 

double kingdom. Who were these ghostly kings, and what are the two-fold balls 

and treble scepters"? Trace the dynasty established. Who were these men, what 

was their kingdom, how did they rule, and how did it end? 

&Sfilll'.· Many believe that great tragedy has been written during two 

periods in history: the Golden Age of Pericles in Athens and the Elizabethan 

period in England. The Golden Age of Pericles produced three of the four great 

masters of the tragic form: Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides. The Elizabethan 

period produced Shakespeare. What do these two historical periods have in 

common that could have produced such mastery and genius of literary tragedy? 

These two assignments produced results that spoke to students' individual 

perspectives and critical thought. For example, one student's research led her to 

conclude that Shakespeare knew that Lady Macbeth should have inherited the 
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throne since she was the only one who had a direct blood relationship with the 

king. According to this student, Lady Macbeth is the true protagonist of the play 

Final Remarks 

Student evaluations of their experiences with Macbeth were high, and 

after reading Macbeth. they expressed a desire to write their own tragedies, which 

they did. Perhaps the most essential factor contributing to the success of this unit 

was the enthusiasm of the students. Their projects created as part of the unit on 

Greek mythology contributed to a sense of ownership in the subsequent unit on 

Macbeth. 

The SRE model provided Rothenberg with a structure for thinking about 

instruction such that literature study and engagement could be integrated with 

reading support. The fact that the model focuses on dimensions for instructional 

decision-making allows teachers to capitalize on students' strengths and the 

strengths of the reading material while addressing students' current limitations and 

the limitations of the text. In this case, the SRE worked particularly well in 

conjunction with a theme-centered approach to literacy development. Further, 

students who were experiencing difficulty in reading were given access to and 

participated in higher order thinking experiences related to reading. 

At the beginning of the project, the students did not believe they could be 

successful with Shakespeare, despite their strong desire to attempt it. Perhaps what 

the students discovered can best be described by this quotation: 

Shakespeare's plays, and particularly the great tragedies, offer an experi• 

ence that can only be lived into and understood to the best of our indi

vidual powers, and our understanding changes as we change; there are no 

answers that the beginner can, as it were, look up at the end of the book. 

(Knights 327) 

Rothenberg hopes that her students now believe that each of them will 

find the great stories in Shakespeare's work and will interpret them for themselves 

and that each interpretation will be significant. 
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Figure 1. SRE Options 

Pre-reading Activities 
Motivating 
Relating the Reading to Students' Lives 
Activating Background Knowledge 
Building Text-Specific Knowledge 
Pre-teaching Vocabulary 
Pre-teaching Concepts 
Pre-questioning 
Predicting 
Direction Setting 
Suggesting Strategies 

During-reading Activities 
Silent Reading 

Note 

Reading to Students 
Guided Reading 
Oral Reading by Students 
Modifying the Text 

Post-reading Activities 
Questioning 
Discussion 
Writing 
Drama 
Artistic, Graphic, and Nonverbal 

Activities 
Application and Outreach Activities 
Re-teaching 

The SRE Options appearing in Figure 1 are taken with permission from 

Michael F. Graves and Bonnie B. Graves. Scaffoldin~ Readjn~ Experiences: 

Desijms for Student Success. Norwood, MA: Christopher-Gordon, 1994. 
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Publishing Shakespeare's Works 

by 
Louis Wilson Garrett 

Publishing one's works in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was 

not an easy task for any author, but surely that fact alone cannot explain why 

there is no evidence that Shakespeare ever published a single work during his 

lifetime. Many other writers in this prolific period were writing, publishing, and 

reaping the rewards of their creative endeavors, however meager those financial 

rewards may have been, but not Shakespeare. 

In the preface to The Complete Illustrated Shakespeare. Howard 

Staunton wrote: 

Of the personal history of Shakespeare, and of the usages of theatres 

formerly in relation to dramatic productions, so little is now known, that 

it is impossible to say why he made no provision for the publication of 

his transcendent works. Whether, having written them for the stage, he 

was satisfied with their success in that arena, or had forfeited the power 

of giving them a wider circulation, or was confident enough in their 

merits to believe they must survive all accidents, no one will probably 

ever determine. All we know upon the subject is, that, unlike his 

learned contemporary [Ben] Jonson, he published no collection of his 

"Plays" as "Works," and that although some of them were printed during 

his lifetime, there is no evidence to show that any one of them was ever 

corrected by his own hand. What is strange, too, of a writer so remark

able and of composition so admired, not a poem, a play, or fragment of 

either, in his manuscript, has come down to us. What is still more 

surprising, with the exception of five or six signatures, not a word in his 

handwriting is known to exist (v). 

Samuel Johnson, after identifying and listing various circumstances 

which tended to the corruption of Shakespeare's text, stated in his Preface to 

Shakespeare published in 1765 that "no other author ever gave up his works to 
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fortune and time with so little care" (qtd. in Staunton, vii). In fact, Johnson, 

according to the Bronson edition, stated : 

So careless was this great poet of future fame, that ... he made no 

collection of his works, nor desired to rescue those that had been already 

published from the depravations that obscured them, or secure to the 

rest a better destiny, by giving them to the world in their genuine state. 

Of the plays which bear the name of Skakespeare in the late editions, 

the greater part were not published till about seven years after his death, 

and the few which appeared in his life are apparently thrust into the 

world without the care of the author, and therefore probably without his 

knowledge (268-69). 

He seemingly committed the future of his works into the hands of actors, 

theater owners, and publishers, and he never took an interest in or worked on 

them again. How this could have been we surely will never know. 

Perhaps a partial answer to the problem is that an author in 

Shakespeare's England who was busy writing thirty-seven plays, 154 sonnets, 

long narrative poems-and we know not what else-may simply have been 

unwilling to endure the rigors of seeing a work published, and afterwards still 

being held responsible for decades for its contents. Lamson and Smith tell us 

that a "writer's troubles were not over when he had written his book [and] gone 

through the difficulty of finding a publisher, he still had to face many and 

stringent regulations of the press by political and ecclesiastical authorities, and 

the fact that he had sold a manuscript did not exempt him from responsibility for 

what was in it" (7). In addition, all printed materials in the sixteenth century 

and for years afterward had to "receive the imprimatur of the Archbishop of 

Canterbury and the Court of Star Chamber, the highest political authority in 

the realm below the Queen; then the Court of High Commission, the supreme 

ecclesiastical authority ... then the Stationers'Company" (7). An author such as 

Shakespeare may well have concluded that, in the face of these restrictions and 

difficulties, the process of publishing was not worth the effort. 
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These major impediments to publishing did not, however, deter others, 

lesser authors, from publishing their works. Lamson and Smith tell us that 

between 1475 and 1640 the published works and editions listed in the ShQn 

Title Catalogue included over 26,000 items (8). Others, contemporaries of 

Shakespeare, like Christopher Marlowe, George Peele, Thomas Kyd, and John 

Lily were regularly writing and publishing their works, but, again, Shakespeare 

was not in involved in publishing or keeping up with his plays and poems once 

they entered the public domain. 

Shakespeare seems likewise to have remained strangely aloof from his 

fellow poets and playwrights. While Gabriel Harvey, Robert Greene, and 

Thomas Nash were reading one another's works and responding to them, 

sometimes rather vitriolicly; Sir Walter Raleigh was encouraging the work of 

Edmund Spenser, and poets, playwrights, and patrons of the theater and of 

creative works exchanged correspondence, no one, as far as the known records 

reveal, was communicating with Shakespeare. Benezet says that "in all the 

thousands of letters which have been preserved .. . there is not one hint of the 

existence of a man from Stratford who was either an actor or a writer" (23 ). 

Moreover, "while other authors were constantly writing comments on each 

other's works, or writing prefaces to them, no one ever drew such a paper from 

the greatest of them all" (23-24 ). 

It is sometimes alleged that Shakespeare was interested in writing and 

publishing for the remuneration he would receive from these efforts. In view of 

the fact that he never published, Shakespeare obviously did not enrich himself 

by offering his works to the public in print. It is not surprising, therefore, that 

before 1610 there were "sixteen plays of Shakespeare's which were entered in the 

Stationers' Register ... without an author being named" (Ogburn 9), and 

"producer Henslowe, while recording payments of royalties to other playwrights, 

recorded none in the case of plays by Shakespeare which he produced" (9). At 

Shakespeare's death there were still twenty Shakespearean plays that had never 

been published at all and, thus, had never been officially identified to the world 

as the works of Shakespeare. These plays were published posthumously and 

attributed to Shakespeare in the First Folio of 1623. 
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"Philip Henslowe, owner of three London theaters, kept a diary for 

eighteen years (1591-1609). In it he names every playwright from whom he 

bought plays and every actor who played in any of his houses" (Benezet 19). In 

this most revealing document there "is no mention of Shakespeare" (19). It is 

known that during this time Henslowe produced eight or nine of Shakespeare's 

plays "but there is no record of his [Shakespeare's] having been paid ... for any 

of them" (19). It can safely be concluded therefore that truly Shakespeare did, 

as Samuel Johnson said, "give up his plays to fortune" without ever publishing 

them or receiving payment for writing them or concerning himself about the 

fame that would attach to his name as a result of his labors. These are astonish

ing and perhaps unsettling facts. 

It is often conjecrured that Shakespeare published his works with 

dedications to sponsors or patrons from whom he received stipends, and by this 

method he was enabled to improve his financial situation during his lifetime by 

his poems and plays. Lamson and Smith state: 

Financial rewards for writing and publishing prose or poetry came mostly 

in the form of gifts from patrons-in reality the old system of master and 

servant which had come down from the Middle Ages and had not 

changed much with the invention of printing. The writer by a dedica

tion hoped for a suitable reward, and in an age when honor and vanity 

were motives much more sharply defined or observed than they are 

today, this procedure sometimes worked .... Shakespeare's relations 

with his patron, the Earl of Southampton, little as we know about it, 

seem to have been satisfactory. (6) 

This relationship between Shakespeare and the Earl of Southampton has 

been accepted by most students and scholars of Shakespeare as an important 

source of funds and a method by which Shakespeare was enabled to strengthen 

his finances. However, Benezet comments on this relationship: 

Mrs. Stopes who wrote a life of Lord Southampton, because Shakespeare 

poems were dedicated to him, spent years hunting through his family 

papers, letters, diaries, and other memorabilia, yet failed to find the 
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slightest mention of anyone named Shakespeare or any name like it. 

She told Captain B. M. Ward: "My life has been a failure. I am begin

ning to doubt the whole story." (24) 

Whatever the acrual relationship may have been between Shakespeare 

and the young Earl of Southampton, we will probably never be able to discover. 

It seems apparent, however, that just as Shakespeare was not paid for publishing 

or allowing his plays to be produced, he likewise seems never to have been able 

to increase his income by having a patron or sponsor to provide for him, even 

though he dedicated two of his long poems to Southampton. 

When Shakespeare's plays were brought together for publication by John 

Heminges and Henry Condell, they were declared by the two men to be nearly 

flawless. However, they had suffered abominably at the hands of actors, direc

tors, theater owners, unskilled printers, and publishers; they were in need of 

corrections by future skilled critics like Nicholas Rowe, Alexander Pope, Samuel 

Johnson, and others. Staunton observed: "Unhappily, it is a very ill printed 

book; so badly edited, and so negligently 'read,' that it abounds not only in the 

most transparent typographical inaccuracies, but with readings disputable and 

nonsensical beyond belief'' ( vii). Samuel Johnson stated: "The faults of all are 

indeed numerous and gross, and [careless handlers] have not only corrupted 

many passages perhaps beyond recovery, but have brought others into suspicion, 

which are only obscured by obsolete phraseology, or the writer's unskillfulness 

and affectation" (Bronson 269). 

Shakespeare would surely have done the world a great service ifhe had 

taken more interest in correcting and publishing his works; nevertheless, with all 

the errors, corruptions, and defilements, the plays have nonetheless enriched the 

lives of theater and movie goers, students, and scholars ever since they were 

made as gifts to the world by William Shakespeare. 
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How to Read a Film and Film a Reader 

by 
David Linton 

Eventually, after Gutenberg, reading became a solitary, silent act, no 

longer a shared recitation or an extension of the oral age. Reading, the unadul

terated, ink-wrought, one-on-one encounter with the manifest thoughts of an 

absent other in the solitude of one's own mental space, challenged the authority 

of God and governor, to which the fates of Luther, Tyndale, and the many 

martyrs of the right to read readily attest. And what could be more threatening 

to the social institution called "theater," a most ancient, oral, public enterprise, 

than that rapidly spreading, radicalizing, democratizing, privatizing emergent 

communications medium, the printed book? 

By the time of Elizabeth's reign, reading was in, and literacy was spread

ing rapidly. An alert culture critic such as Shakespeare could hardly help but 

notice the rise of reading and its potential to alter the media habits of the 

people-including their use of the theater. 

In its many manifestations, reading was a common concern of 

Shakespeare's. Every one of the 37 plays contains references to some aspect of 

literacy or reading matters-all within the first act. In fact, 28 of the plays 

contain such references in the first scene. In one form or another, signs of 

literacy virtually permeate the plays. But now we find ourselves in what some 

have called a post-literate period. And just as Shakespeare boldly borrowed from 

and adapted the histories, myths, and stories of his predecessors, our movie 

makers make free with their sources as well, editing and shifting, emphasizing or 

de-emphasizing according to what they deem worthy of attention. 

What do the screen writers and directors of the post-Gutenberg age 

make of Shakespeare's concern for those most un-theatrical-perhaps even anti

theatrical acts, reading and writing? Directors usually fudge the action, using 

voice-over, narration, and other devices to speed up the business. Shakespeare 

too knew that watching a character read an entire letter would bore an audience, 
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so both Malvolio and Brutus, for example scan their mail aloud with mutters and 

"etceteras." But what have film makers made of all this? 

Methodolo~ and Definitions 

To limit the scope of the task, I've imposed a few methodological 

techniques and operational definitions. First, I've counted the number of 

reading references in the scripts, how many of them made it to the screen 

version, and how many times the director inserted stage business or props that 

constituted reading references. Next, I determined whether there were any 

thematic pattern to Shakespeare's use of reading references and whether the 

deletions of such references affected the presence of those themes for the movie 

viewer. Finally, I appraised the effect of those added references: did they aug

ment the original effect, shift its emphasis, or introduce new or contradictory 

perspectives? 

I've defined readin~ and readin~ matters as any references to books, 

letters, documents, etc. that appear in the texts and to the appearance of any 

object in the films that might involve the act of reading, whether anyone 

actually reads them on camera or not. This includes metaphoric or imagistic 

references as well. For example, if a character is holding a letter or a book is on a 

shelf in the background, these are cited as comprising references to reading 

matters. Similarly, when Richard III says of Hastings, "[I] Made him my book, 

wherein my soul recorded/rhe history of all her secret thoughts ... ," this too is 

treated as a reading reference. 

Romeo and Juliet 

Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet is dense in reading material, and Romeo 

himself has a high level of reader consciousness. Fifteen of the play's twenty-two 

scenes contain reading references, and in eight of those Romeo is engaged in 

some form of reading or writing behavior: three involve letters, and the rest 

involve his use of reading metaphors. In fact, Romeo's first and last scenes both 

contain reading images, and his very last speech includes a telling hook refer

ence. In contrast, Juliet has only two reading usages, both are metaphors, and 
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both cast reading in negative terms. 

As we all know, Romeo is a young, impetuous man, easily smitten and 

fickle in his affections. He is on the cusp of maturity as his society is on the cusp 

of literacy, and the two qualities are closely linked. Shakespeare repeatedly 

shows Romeo as an adolescent striving to be an adult: as he woos Juliet; as he 

tries to intervene between Mercutio and Tybalt; as he struggles with the seman

tic traps of group identification; as he labors to balance family loyalty with 

personal desire. He moves between the oral qualities of adolescent tribal cul

ture-spontaneity, impulsiveness, myth, poetry-and the qualities embodied in 

literacy--contemplation, delayed gratification, linear pursuit, logic. 

In Romeo's first scene, he explains his moping demeanor with references 

to writing wills and to reading notes about beauty. The second scene contains 

the inciting moment of the plot, which turns on reading. The Capulet servant, 

unable to read the party invitation list, asks Romeo for help. Romeo toys with 

some linguistic word play: 

Servant: ... can you read anything you see? 

Romeo: Ay, if I know the letters and the language. (1.2. 60-61) 

and thereby his fate is cast. Reading takes him to Juliet and, ironically, deprives 

him of her in the end. The simple act of missing the letter from Fr. Laurence 

causes the final blood bath. 

Along the way there appear other reading details and striking reading 

metaphors, the most beautiful and extended being Lady Capulet's speech to 

Juliet singing the praises of the suitor Paris. It includes fifteen book-based 

images, puns, and allusions. To cite just a few: 

This night you shall behold at our feast: 

Read o'er the volume of young Paris' face, 

And find delight writ there with beauty's pen; 
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This precious book of love, this unbound lover, 

To beautify him, only lacks a cover. (1.3.80-82; 87-88) 

However, Juliet is not book-warmed and just two scenes later, following 

the party, she lets Romeo know that book learning is not the way to her heart

or to her bed. She chides Romeo for the restrained formality of his technique 

with the gibe, "You kiss by the book," leading him hastily to offer to mend his 

reading ways, starting with his own written name: 

My name, dear saint, is hateful to myself, 

Because it is an enemy to thee: 

Had I written, I would tear the word. (2.2.55-57) 

Upon his departure from her balcony, Romeo further disavows the 

notion that there's any appeal to written word: 

Love goes toward love, as school-boys from their books; 

But love from love, toward school with heavy looks. (2.2.157-58) 

Later, upon learning that Romeo has killed Tybalt, Juliet again reveals 

her displeasure of book associations with the line, 

Was ever book containing such vile matter 

So fairly bound? (3.2.83-84) 

Juliet, the passionate, spontaneous, unrestrained and unrestrainable 

lover, is no book lover. The male character she most resembles is the equally 

volatile and untamed Mercutio. They, in fact, would have been better matched, 

at least in terms of media compatibility. Mercutio does not engage in Romeo's 

linguistic banter with the Capulet servant, and for all his poetic flights, convo

luted images, and clever puns, never uses reading-based images or metaphors, 

and only once refers to writing, and that in a disdainful way that suggests that he 

too might be non-literate. ("Any man who can write can answer a letter.") 
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Now, consider Zeffirelli's flashy, unapologetically cinematic treatment of 

Romeo arid Juliet. If Shakespeare's character is Romeo the Reader, Zeffirelli's is 

Romeo the Oralist, and the Verona residents function in a trivialized, non

literate culture, unsullied by print's restraints. 

The film begins with Shakespeare's scene of tribal, oral volatility and 

non-verbal message meaning-the provocative thumb biting; but Zeffirelli 

escalates the action to the point of having members of both clans run through 

the streets repeatedly shouting the clan names "Montague! Capulet!" like an 

incantation. The fight builds into a riot, and the viewer can keep track of who's 

on which side only because the characters are color coded by clan livery. The 

film continues in this highly visual manner with little patience for the reading 

elements in the script. Zeffirelli thoroughly purges the play of most other scenes 

not involving Romeo that contain additional reading references. 

Zeffirelli assigns Romeo's role as reader to his friend Benvolio instead; 

Benvolio welcomes Romeo with a book in his hand, while Romeo carries 

flowers, a sign he is unbookish, in tune with nature. This pattern continues till 

the final fade. 

Of the play's 20 separate speeches containing reading matters, only three 

are kept in the film; two are plot devices, and one is in the famous exchange 

between lovers over "What's in a name?'' The film, however, adds nine items of 

book presence to the original script. Three are books that Benvolio carries, and 

the others are set details in either Capulet's or Fr. Laurence's chambers. Even 

Benvolio mysteriously loses his book in the opening scene when he trails after 

Romeo. Later Mercutio snatches Benvolio's book out of his hand. 

So merciless in his cutting of reading references is Zeffirelli that he even 

cuts the servant-with-party-list scene, thereby eliminating the plot device that 

justifies Romeo and Mercutio's attendance at the party. The party itself is filmed 

similar to the opening fight, giving emphasis to the oral culture rituals of music, 

song, and dance. 
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Even as a plot device, reading matters look ridiculous. Fr. Laurence tells 

Fr. John, "Give this letter into the hand of Romeo in Mantua," and a close,up 

tells us to pay attention to the letter. Shortly, we see Fr. John and Romeo 

passing each other on the road in a cliched shot. 

The effect of Zeffirelli's edits is to simplify the story to one of adolescent 

passion bereft of the undercurrents of cultural and psychological nuance with 

which Shakespeare's reading themes and metaphors endow the play. Instead, 

the film's rollicking and visually lush crowd scenes privilege the oral culture 

components and diminish the presence of a cultural context based on written 

law and custom. The film thereby sacrifices one of the play's thematic tensions 

in favor of heightening the sense of a compatible marriage between oral and 

cinematic elements. 

Richard III 

Like Romeo and Juliet, Shakespeare's Richard III is a play in which 

reading matters play a significant part. Of the play's 28 scenes, 18 contain 

reading matters, nine of which involve or refer to Richard. Richard is a master 

of the manipulation of documents as well as of people and speech. He finagles 

death warrants, sends and intercepts letters, and uses a prop Bible to feign 

religious devotion and humility. Frequently, characters high and low speculate 

about the nature of the written word, beginning with the murderers of Clarence 

who observe that the written word gives one power in the mortal world though 

there's no similar warrant that bears weight in the heavenly one. Later, 

Richard's exchange with the young prince before he is hustled off to the Tower 

includes some ruminations regarding whether it's in the written record that 

Caesar began the Tower. The discussion raises the question of whether writing 

makes a thing so. Richard closes with a revealing pun, "I say, without characters 

fame lives long" (3.1.81). It seems that Richard knows the damage that writing 

can do to reputation, a thought that foreshadows the anti,penultimate scene 

with its reference to flyers that are posted on the tents at night stating, "Jockey 

of Norfolk, be not so bold/For Dickon thy master is bought and sold"(S.3.305, 

06). 
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Perhaps the most important scene in the play regarding how much 

reading matters is the short Scrivener's scene, Act 3, scene 6. This brief scene 

serves no plot purpose and seems to function as an editorial interlude in which 

the author expresses his view that writing and documents have the power to 

blind and control, that reality is in fact a product of the written word. 

Although Olivier's film seems to strive for authenticity in terms of its 

look, acting, cinematic restraint, and respect for the script, it too cuts and adds 

freely when it comes to reading matters. Only ten of the original 18 reading 

references are retained, and six unscripted details are added. Some of the cuts 

are the result of plot tightening: Richard's scene with Elizabeth in which letters 

are mentioned is cut; the Scrivener scene is gone; Richard's discussion about the 

history of the Tower is out; Richmond no longer asks for ink and paper on the 

eve of the battle. Other cuts are selected line edits, again, one assumes, in the 

interest of keeping the film within feature length time parameters. 

Six additional scenes or elements of scenes in which reading matter is a 

feature of directorial interpretation or stage business are all thematically related 

and remarkably heavy handed. The first involves a pair of monks in the back, 

ground of King Edward's throne room who share an open prayer book from 

which they perform Gregorian chant. While the monks sing at their book, 

Gloucester is seen in the foreground whispering plots which will become the 

basis of his rise to power. Shortly, Edward signs a warrant for Clarence's death, 

which Gloucester tucks in his sleeve, and the royal entourage leaves, passing the 

monks who close their book and place it on the table before them. The camera 

lingers on their impassive posture with the large book at rest. This scene sets the 

stage for more closed and ignored reading matters to come. 

A few scenes later, Richard encounters Buckingham and Catseby, takes 

their revocation document, and tucks it in his left sleeve cuff. Then, when he 

meets with the assassins he has hired to kill Clarence, they ask for a warrant of 

access. Richard takes a paper from his left sleeve, realizes it's the wrong one, 

replaces it and takes from his right sleeve the document they need. Olivier has 

displayed one of the most trite cliches for duplicitousness: the man has some, 

thing up his sleeve. 
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Olivier has added two other book details. One is a closed volume on the 

window sill of Edward's death chamber, an echo of the earlier closing by the 

chanting monks. The other is a piece of business in Richard's pose with the two 

priests in the scene in which he seeks favor and acceptance from the Lord Mayor 

and citizens. The script calls for Richard to hold a book: 

And, see, a book of prayer in his hand, 

True ornament to know a holy man. (3.7.98-99) 

But Olivier takes the image further by showing Richard dropping the 

book on the ground once it has served its purpose. It is left lying as Richard 

slides down the bell rope to conspire with his henchmen on what steps to take 

next. 

Olivier adds the other reading matter detail in the scene in which the 

Archbishop is sent out to get strawberries. One end of the conference table is 

strewn with a variety of documents. When Hastings is condemned, everyone 

moves away from him, leaving him alone with a pile of papers. It's an effective 

image to impart the idea that rules and procedures have been completely aban

doned now that Richard has ascended the throne. 

Conclusions 

In these two plays, as in others, Shakespeare seems to present the page as 

the locus of contested authority, not just in terms of political or personal power, 

but in terms of moral and social cohesion. This would hardly be surprising 

considering the prevalence of strife in Elizabethan England over issues of print

ing, reading, and censorship. 

In the two cases under investigation here, the film directors/adapters 

both choose to edit the reading elements heavily. Olivier adds unscripted stage 

business that gives to Shakespeare's work a spin which, while not in 

Shakespeare's text, nonetheless augments Shakespeare's apparent interest in 

reading matters. Zeffirelli, in contrast, has set about expunging as many of the 

reading matters as he possibly can. Because Romeo and Juliet moves rapidly and 
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uses the full range of cinematic effects, it seems hardly surprising that this could 

happen. But in doing so, Zeffirelli has created a different character, one who 

seems very much a late 20th century teenager, quite unlike the impetuous lad 

from Verona who nonetheless knows his way around a library. This new Romeo 

is an MTV kind of kid, one who would never think of stopping to write his dad a 

letter explaining things before going off to his dead bride's tomb. And though 

everybody still dies in the end, it seems to me less likely that this cinema Romeo, 

or his counterparts watching in their high schools or at home with their rented 

videos, will be as inclined to think about his actions or their consequences as his 

theatrical predecessor. Yes, Zeffirelli gets us crying for the lovers, but contempla

tion of abstractions may be harder in oral/cinema/video cultures. In this regard, 

Zeffirelli's Romeo and Juliet is fully in tune with its time. 
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Ceremonial Books and Tokens 

by 
Alan PoweTs 

The literary vestiges of Early Modem ceremonial tokens may be seen 

throughout Shakespeare's plays in their reduced function as stage props. For 

instance, Shakespeare's lovers exchange many things, from the indeterminate 

"remembrances" that Ophelia returns, to Troilus's gift sleeve and Cressida's 

glove, from the "napkin,/Dy'd in blood" Orlando sends to Rosalind, still dis

guised as a shepherd boy, to Othello's famous handkerchief"dy'd in mummy 

which the skillful/ Conserv'd of maidens' hearts." All such tokens act in place 

of words in oral culture, and they function in two ways: to engrave in memory 

and to enlist real, magical power. The latter function is clear from the presence 

of blood in Orlando's token, and Othello's reference to "mummy" that the 

"skillful" have preserved through magic and forbidden ceremonies. If not the 

most magical, the most prominent stage tokens of all are rings; exchanging them 

as pledges and enablers of love is one stage convention that remains a social 

convention. With ring tokens, essential distinctions between art and life blur. 

Only one other kind of token raises as many procedural difficulties, and that is 

the book. Provocative instances of the use of books in ceremony and in 

breaches of ceremony occur in the Medieval and Early Modem periods. Cer

emonial references to books occur throughout Shakespeare's plays. Evidentiary 

instances hail from Medieval England and France, from an Early Modem cross

cultural encounter in Peru, and from Shakespeare's plays. 

When used by those who do not read it, a book usually functions as a 

token. This is as true for ceremonial uses of untranslated sacred texts, where 

reading is the protected domain of a privileged class, as it is true for the largely 

illiterate majority in Early Modem Western societies. In Western societies, the 

book has been used as a ceremonial token not only in religious ceremonies but 

also in judicial proceedings. In seventeenth century Massachusetts, Roger 

Williams's objection to swearing an oath on the Bible in court resulted in his 

banishment to the swampy confines of Rhode Island. 1 Williams challenged the 

conflation of religious and civil court matters; he argued that "the magistrates 
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should have no authority over the religious beliefs a man held" and "that an 

oath, a calling upon to God to witness, was an act of worship, and should not be 

required of 'an unregenerate man,' since it caused him to take the name of God 

in vain" (Easton 164).2 

Many Renaissance ceremonials are structured for memorial 

recall. W. T. Clanchy finds such habits from oral culture to have overlapped 

with the early use of books in medieval charters and conveyances. Books were 

presented of exhibited as memorial tokens. The Gospel book merely symbolized 

the solemnity of the occasion for the witnesses. The Monmouth priory charter 

therefore distinguishes the written grant (~), which "speaks" to the hearers, 

from the symbolic book (!iw) which is "exhibited" to viewers. 

Nevertheless, although it seemed logical to dispense with 

symbols and make full use of the potentialities of writing, contemporaries 

continued with their pre-literate habits long after charters had become common. 

In the rare instances where the conveyance appears to be made by the written 

document itself (as in the Monmouth priory charter), we should probably 

assume that the document is serving the ancient function of a symbolic object, 

rather than being considered primarily for its contents in a modem literate way. 

There are examples of the conveyance document being presented on the altar 

like a Gospel book (205).3 Clanchy's evidence suggests that books were used as 

tokens, especially in ceremonies celebrating or commemorating the foundations 

of religious edifices. 

But books were also put to the very use Roger Williams specifically 

decried; in the Middle Ages the Gospel book was employed because it was 

customary to reinforce oaths with it. Thus, in the wardrobe of Edward l's was 

kept "a book, which is called ~. upon which the magnates were accustomed 

to swear." Clanchy remarks the vestigial quality of such customs: 

Once property was conveyed in writing, it would have seemed logical for 

the charter to supersede the symbolic object, such as the knife or turf, 

which had formerly been used in witnessing ceremony. As the grant to 

Monmouth priory shows, that object had sometimes itself been a writ• 
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ing- a book solemnly exhibited upon an altar. Traditionally the book 

used for this purpose was the text of the Gospels. For example, a gift of a 

saltpan was made to St. Peter's priory at Sele in Sussex in 1153 "by the 

text of the Holy Gospel upon the altar of St. Peter, many person hearing 

and seeing." (205 nl 4) 

Thus, early written documents also functioned as ceremonial tokens in 

certain specific situations, usually religious. Although this vestigial use of books, 

particularly of sacred books, appears to have little use in the judicial system of a 

literate culture, it continued unabated even after Roger Williams's objection. 

Oaths are not unlike bets, structurally. When one swears by something, 

he is offering to forfeit what he swears by. Spevack's Concordance to 

Shake&peare lists 263 uses of the word "swear" (23 of them in Merchant of 
Venice), many of them indicating a specific forfeit: Shylock, "by my soul I 

swear" (4.1.240); Gratiana, "By yonder Moone I swear" (5.1.142); sometimes 

several forfeits are offered, as in "by my hand I swear, and my father's soul" (HS 

3.2.90). Oaths "by God" are not to be bandied lightly, because of forfeiting all; 

on stage, Shakespeare sometimes prefers to syncretize with "by the gods." 

(Spevack lists 796 uses of the word "God," and 362 of "gods," especially in the 

Roman plays written under James; the Jacobean injunction against stage swear

ing evidently had an effect. Even the wagering in Cymbeline makes sense when 

we consider this structure of oaths. Posthumus swears, by his diamond, that 

Imogen herself is a diamond- impenetrable, unique, priceless. Such an oath, 

when put to the test of a plot, becomes a wager. Such a bet repels modem 

readers, but we must understand it as an oath. 

Before we tum to Renaissance book-tokens, let us survey Shakespearean 

love tokens. Setting aside poems and money exchanges, the plays include 

gloves, kerchiefs, and rings as tokens, all of which are mentioned in contempora• 

neous canon court records as well (Houlbrooke 60-61). Then there are the 

more stagy, because more visible, gold chains and the medieval romance gift of 

sleeves. Gloves are given by Dumain to Katherine (LLL), by Antonio to Portia/ 

Bathasar (MY.), by Claudio to Hero (&12), and by Cressida to Troilus. Gloves 
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do not suggest eternal love, nor do chains or handkerchiefs. Rosalind, for 

instance, impulsively gives Orlando her chain, but the Courtesan in Comedy of 

~ is promised the chain Antipholus originally planned to give his wife, 

Adriana. Both Orlando's and Othello's gift handkerchiefs are given contextual 

associations with wounds. Troilus gives Cressida not a ring but, in the romance 

tradition, a sleeve. Posthumus gives Imogen a bracelet, which Jachimo steals 

and exhibits as a symbol of his conquest. Rings are exchanged in at least seven 

plays' in a surprising number of instances, the woman initiates the exchange: 

Sylvia, Juliet, Portia, Olivia, and Imogen. 

During the sixteenth century, vows were also attested via the printed 

book. Is it too obvious to add that the ceremonial use of books was a religiously 

charged issue? The Book became the center of many controversies, including 

those surrounding its ceremonial use as a ritual object. Furthermore, the cer

emonial use of books has survived into the modem era, particularly the book as 

token in oral exchange, where swearing on the Bible continues despite 

Williams's objections. 

Not only in cross-cultural encounters were books perceived as ritual 

tokens. In an era of widespread illiteracy, two hundred years earlier at 

Montaillou in the French Pyranees, holy men or parfaits of the Cathar sect, a 

branch of the Albigensians, baptized using not water, but the Book. In the book 

that made the village famous, Ladurie mentions this sacrament, which the 

Cathars called coruolamentum and which ordinary people referred to as 

"heretication." "The parfait& came into their illustrious title after they had been 

initiated by receiving the Albigensian sacrament of baptism by book and word 

(not by water)" (Ladurie viii). Because the Cathars did not believe in interces

sion or intermediaries, they refused baptism by water. Instead, according to 

Rosalind and Christopher Brooke, 

At the solemn sacrament of the con&olamentum the candidate for 

purification was given the book of the Gospels to hold and addressed by 

one of the perfect in some such words as these: "You wish to receive this 

holy baptism of Jesus Christr' The Gospel book was placed on his head 

and all the Cathars present laid their right hands upon him. The Lord's 
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Prayer was recited and a few other short prayers were said, the beginning 

of St. John's Gospel was read and the purified Christianus kissed the 

book and bowed three times ( 101). 

This medieval use of books as tokens in sworn oaths recurs in Shakespeare. 

Stephano sounds like an instructor of the Cathars when he orders Caliban, 

"Come, swear to that, kiss the book" (Tmp.147). 

Rote learning held the written word sacrosanct, so it preserved the 

preliterate awe for print. Entries for "book" in Spevack's Concordance to 
Shakespeare divide between those referring to printing and those meaning 

handwritten registries. Spevack lists 90 uses in singular and 38 more in plural. 

In fact, the uses to which a non-reader might put a book, predominate. Con

sider references to swearing "on a book," to enrollment in a registry, including 

"put in the book" or "blotted from the book" or "book of memory"; to rote 

learning, including "to "con without book" or "by the book"; and to "secret 

books." Even conning "by the book" could be done via an intermediary who 

read. Finally, the concordance lists "book" such as we usually mean the word, 

including literature, "the dainties that are bred in a book" (I.LL. 4.2.25). 

Shakespeare's references to swearing on a book occur throughout the canon from 

Two Gentleman (1.1.20) and Love's Labors Lost. where Berowne's "Oh, who 

can give an oath? Where is a book?/ That I may swear ... " (4.3.250) to~ 

Merchant of Venice with Launcelot's "if any man in Italy have a fairer table 

which doth offer to swear upon a book ... " (2.3.166) to Pompey's wonderful use 

of Froth's face as courtroom evidence, "I'll be supposed upon a book, his face is 

the worst thing about him" (MM 2.1.162). 

David Bergeron has recently noted that Shakespeare's final plays depend 

upon a certain bookishness. 

These final plays, more than others, depend on the intrusion of 'bookish' 

authority for their resolution: Gower's book of his author, Apollo's 

oracle brought in on a scroll, Jupiter's tablet book, and of course, 

Prospero, the preeminent man of books. (Bergeron 91) 
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But as Robert Knapp points out, the books which are appealed to have a dis

tinctly preliterate cast: repositories of magic, oracles and tales. Knapp says, 

"These plots personate an authority in no way whole or self-sufficient, but rather 

obviously frail and fictional" (Bergeron 91). Prospero, in fact, is a magus, a man 

of book-tokens, a man whose books have efficacy in nature. His books have 

power, almost like that attributed to computers in our day. When he promises to 

drown his book, he vows to abdicate his special powers-including those over 

stage effects like strange music. 

But this rough magic 
I here abjure, and when I have required 
Some heavenly music-which even now I do-
To work mine end upon their senses, that 
This airy charm is for, I'll break my staff, 
Bury it certain fathoms in the earth, 
And deeper than did ever plummet sound 
I'll drown my book. (5.1.50) 

Prospero's use of a book to charm (whether or not he read the "charm" 

from it) is similar to the courtroom use of books as tokens to verify oaths, as 

when the Hostess in 2 Henry 4 challenges Falstaff before Chief Justice, "And 

disdst thou not kiss me and bid me fetch thee thirty shillings? I put thee now to 

thy book-oath. Deny it, if thou canst" (2.1.111). Over and over in 

Shakespeare's plays speakers attest to the verity of the spoken word by vow or 

token, the book being the token used in court. 

How different a use of the book was the courtroom test of literacy in 

capital causes. Under Tudor and Stuart English law, literacy was, for men 

exclusively, a legal exemption from punishment or trial. Ben Jonson is the most 

famous example of a man released from a murder trial because he was literate

no question in this case-although he had not completed a baccalaureate. He 

was punished, branded on the thumb with the "T yburn T'' which in his case was 

evidently an "M." By the 1590's, benefit of clergy had extended to all those 

literate enough to read the Bible, the "neck verse," to prove their literacy. But it 

was a privilege under attack. 
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Men appealed to the literacy exclusion by the following process. The 

malefactor was brought to trial, entered a plea "benefit of clergy" and was given a 

reading test. The Renaissance reading test was of course a passage from the 

Bible; often the same passage was used, so an informed suspect with a good 

memory could cheat. Since benefit of clergy was commonly pled in capital 

crimes, one who flunked, died. Of course, at that time there were many more 

capital offenses: e.g., grand larceny or theft of anything valued over fifteen 

shillings, such as a lace tablecloth. Even court documents for such cases can 

achieve poignancy, as in the Calendar of Assize Records; Hertfordshire Indict

ments. lames I. Since she was a woman, Elizabeth Shawe of Ware, accused of 

stealing Thomas Studdard's tablecloth, hat, and neckerchief on February 2, 

1607, could not plead benefit of clergy to remand her sentence: "Guilty; to 

hang" (Calendar 34). On the other hand or rather, gender, Charles Seawell of 

Royston did plead clergy when accused of stealing three cows. His sentence 

reads, "Guilty; claimed clergy but unable to read; to hang" (146). 

The literacy exemption derived from the distinction between church 

and civil law, civil courts and canon courts. The eighteenth century jurist 

Blackstone devotes an entire chapter in his Commentaries (Vol.4 Ch. 28) to 

privile~ium clericale. A man who graduated with a baccalaureate from Oxford 

and Cambridge, a seminary degree at least until 1872, could legitimately plead 

clergy, which necessitated trial in canon courts. Blackstone says that by the late 

sixteenth century these trials before the bishop or his deputy included a "vast 

complication of perjury and subornation of perjury, in this solemn farce of a 

mock trial" (Blackstone 4:361). The dramatis personae of this solemn farce were 

twelve compurgators "who swore they believed [the accused] spoke the truth; 

then, witnesses were to be examined upon oath, but on behalf of the prisoner 

only; and lastly, the jury were to bring in their verdict upon oath, which usually 

acquitted the prisoner; otherwise, if a clerk, he was degraded, or put to penance" 

(Blackstone 4:361). Here was a book ceremony indeed, with oaths evidently 

bought and sold. This ceremonial travesty was abolished in the eighteenth year 

of Elizabeth's reign, when 18 Eliz. c. 7 enacts that after burning in the hand, "he 

shall forthwith be enlarged and delivered out of prison; with proviso, that the 

judge may, if he thinks fit, continue the offender in gaol for any time not ex-
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ceeding a year" (Blackstone 4:362). So the outrageous inequity of complete 

freedom upon pleading benefit of clergy grew out of the more outrageous travesty 

of justice that bishops' court trials had become in the partisan mid-sixteenth 

century. The bishops' trails in privile~ium had become a ceremonial advocacy of 

the accused; the reading test alone replaced ceremony with individual responsi

bility. 

Without other records, notably the executioner's, it is impossible to tell 

whether the above sentences of Elizabeth Shawe and Charles Seawell were 

carried out. Of course, Charles Seawell probably never went to school, and 

Shawe certainly did not. Because benefit of clergy was only available to men, 

Shawe's only hope in the justice system was pregnancy, although help was on 

the way. Eighteen years after her trial, the statute 21 Jae.I. c.6. allowed 

that women convicted of simple larcinies [sic] under the value of ten 

shillings should, [not properly have the benefit of clergy, for they were 

not called upon to read; but] be burned in the hand, and whipped, 

flocked, or imprisoned for any time not exceeding a year. (Blackstone 

4:362) 

In the 1690's, the gender bias was eliminated when women "guilty of 

any clergyable felony whatsoever . . . were allowed to claim the benefit of the 

statute, in like manner as men might claim the benefit of clergy" (3&4 W.&M. 

c.9 and 4&5 W. & M. c.24 ). At that point, literate women, peers, and com

moners were discharged in clergyable felonies, but "those men, who could not 

read, if under the degree of peerage, were hanged" (Blackstone 4:364). 

Blackstone remarks that soon opinion shifted, so that "education and 

learning were no extenuations of guilt, but quite the reverse: and that, if the 

punishment of death for simple felony was too severe for those who had been 

liberally instructed, it was. a fortiori, too severe for the ignorant also." After 5 
Ann. c.6., benefit of clergy was granted to all those who were entitled to ask it, 

without requiring them to read. The Gospel book had moved from token 

ceremonial attestation of truth, to verification of literacy and surely Protestant 

affiliation, to a test and witness of male privilege. 
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Notes 

1 Williams also objected to the King's patent in land ownership, "that the King 

had no right to give away lands in America that belonged not to him but to the 

Indians" (Easton 164). We shall find that the Inca ruler Atahualpa anticipates 

him in this opinion. 

2 "In the "Bloody Tenent," Roger Williams's own words define an oath: "an 

oath, being an invocation of a true or false God to judge in a case, is an action of 

a spiritual and religious nature, whatever the subject matter be, about which it is 

taken, whether civil or religious" (Easton 165). 

3 "In a charter of 1193 the abbot of Glastonbury states that 'the present charter 

was placed on the altar of St Mary by me as an offering, the clergy and the 

people of the same vill [a Street in Somerset] standing round" (Clanchy 205). 
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BEST BRIEF STRATEGIES 

A Cross-Disciplinary Writing lab at Work 

by 
Paul Fletcher 

"How did you happen to start the cross-disciplinary Walk-In Writing lab 

at Bristol Community Colleger' I was recently asked by an English professor, a 

key member of our writing lab team here at BCC. "Border trafficking." I 

replied. "Border traffickingr' I do tend towards hyperbole, so I thought a bit . 

before I replied, "Once writing was a one-way street. English teachers taught tt. 

Turf borders were tight. Writing Centers were operated by English teachers 

working with peer tutors often outside the mainline curriculum. But now at 

BCC, the traffic is beginning to go both ways." 

Long before NAFT A, I got into border crossing with my old friend Ray 

Lavertue, now Director of the Lab project but then a professor of criminal 

justice. Together we taught a second-year humanities elective,_ "The Crim.inal 

in Literature." Ray and I were always convinced that our crossmg borders m 

that first interdisciplinary course-wherein Ray the former cop had them writing 

about point of view and irony in Crime and Punishment and In Cold Blood from 

a literary point of view, and I the English professor was talking about the Four

teenth Amendment and Anthony Lewis's Gideon's Trumpet, was a wonderful 

cross-disciplinary learning experience for us, as well as for the students-One 

that should be shared by the rest of the faculty. 

Last year, the college, in the fall of 1992, received a three-year Title Ill 

Developing Institutions grant to fund, Writing Across the Disciplines, proposing 

a five day a week, prime time drop-in writing lab operated by a rotating team of 

faculty from all six divisions of the college. The lab would serve the dual func

tion of tutoring center and faculty development laboratory. Bristol Community 

College serves a large number of students who need to upgrade their writing 

skills. As an open-admission institution, the College draws upon a significant 
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immigrant population of students, whose families speak limited English in the 

home. 

All matriculated students must complete English 11 and 12. This 

standard two-course, six-credit freshman English sequence combines writing and 

literature. Many students, after entrance testing, require a semester of pre

freshmen composition. However, students need additional writing instruction. 

While many of these students pass their freshman writing courses, most do not 

become involved in writing thereafter and quickly lose their writing ability 

because development of competence in these skills require 

This new walk-in lab is operated not just by English instructors but by 

full-time faculty rotated annually from every academic division, including history, 

chemistry, mathematics, business, nursing, dental hygiene, ESL, and psychology. 

A faculty coordinator from English, and a learning specialist from psychology, are 

responsible for the day-to-day operations of the lab. The lab's main goal is to 

improve the writing of any student who is interested in coming there with a piece 

of writing in progress or who is recommended to the lab by any member of the 

faculty. We focus on writing as process, that is to say, on organizing and express

ing ideas and communicating effectively to enable a student to learn subjects 

across the disciplines. The lab holds regular open houses, conducts regular lab 

tours for classes, meets with departments, gives presentations and workshops at 

faculty meeting, and holds popular poetry slams to get the word out. 

Writing to Learn 

The lab's faculty coordinator, plays a significant role in the intensive 

annual summer training sessions that develop curriculum materials and workshop 

goals and that share ideas on writing with faculty across the disciplines. A 

professor of English at the University of Rhode Island serves as the project's 

consultant. Professor Toby Fulwiler of the University of Vermont, a nationally 

recognized authority on writing across the curriculum, has pointed out that if you 

have students writing across the disciplines in chemistry, business, and biology 

courses , they not only learn to write better, but they are also going to learn 

chemistry, business, and biology better. 
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Success and Impact 

To identify how writing across the disciplines has increases and whether 

the quality of student writing and learning has improved, the lab team, is con

ducting a three-year longitudinal portfolio assessment to compare the writing 

and learning improvements of 40 students exposed to the services in the writing 

lab who have taken at least one course with a writing lab instructor, with those 

of an equal number of students who have not been exposed to the lab. By the 

end of the grant one fifth of the faculty will have served two semesters on the lab 

team. Several area colleges have already invited us to share our ideas on a cross

disciplinary writing lab with them. The student participation has been impres

sive. 

By the end of its third semesters of operations, the lab had been used by 

570 students, exceeding expectations for the Tide III program. The increase in 

the average number of visits to the center by students from one to three suggests 

students have found that the help they have received in the center merits a 

return visit for additional assistance. Need for tutoring in English composition 

motivated the greatest number of visits with psychology running second. Half 

the students visited to work on a first draft. Final draft work was second while 

successive draft work accounted for less than 20%. 

Students have expressed enthusiasm for the project: "The lab tutors are 

teaching us how to think-I guess that's what good writing is." "This is the first 

time I have a chance to have someone read one of my papers before I hand it 

in." "These teachers in the lab awaken the student." "I love to use the writing 

lab's computers-I've told my friends about it." Instructors have commented, "I 

have examined writing issues and gained new insights." "The writing lab is a 

wonderful non-threatening environment for students." "Students are writing 

more because of the lab." 

Criteria for Good Writing 

Each discipline has a distinct set of assumptions about the way knowl

edge is made and expressed. Nevertheless, we have come to a consensus on 
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those qualities in writing that cut across areas of expertise and knowledge. 

~e~e are considered primary traits, usable criteria to evaluate the many kinds of 
wntmg that may come our way. 

Perspective: Good · · h wntmg as a perspective, a way of seeing. Perspec-

tive is expressed through point of view, voice, and thesis. 

Audience: Good writing is appropriate to the reader, the purpose, and 
the occasion. 

Evidence: Good writing makes use of detail to persuade, to move, or 
to inform the reader. 

~: Good writing is coherent from sentence to sentence, 

paragraph to paragraph, beginning to end. 

Correctness: Good writing displays competency in grammar and punc

tuation and accuracy in spelling. The use of another's 

words or ideas must always be acknowledged. 

Tutor Protocol 

We refined a tutor protocol as in our summer workshops: 

1. Introduce yourself. 

2. Ask if the student has been here before. If so, read the student's 
file. 

3. Ask for the teacher's instructions. 

4. Ask the student to explain what the assignment calls for and what 

he or she wants to get out of the tutoring session. 

5. Read the entire paper through in the light of the "Criteria For Good 
Writing." 

6. Discuss the teacher's comments, if any, on the writing. 

7. Identify the nature of the writing problem. 

8. Begin by talking about positive qualities in the writing. 
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9. Ask open-ended questions. 
1 O. Determine deadlines, time constraints, and length of time of the 

current session. Make note of these on the log. 

11. Establish with the student a manageable goal and a follow-up 

session, if possible. 
12. Encourage the student to begin writing (or rewriting) during the 

session using the available software. 

13. Fill out the tutor log. 

Writing Resource Materials 

We have already collected writing materials from instructors from 

several academic disciplines including engineering, nursing, humanities, and 

mathematics. 
When the lab was started, some of the faculty team were doubters, 

wondering if the Lab was not simply spoon feeding writing to students. The lab 

has made believers out of the former doubters. In fact, they have become the 

strongest advocates for the lab. Finally, the lab has become a community of 

learning that is respected by administration, faculty, and students, and it has 

become a center for faculty development. One external evaluator, summed it up 

nicely: "The writing lab is doing well. It is unique in its design because it uses a 

new group of trained faculty tutors each year. Ultimately, all faculty may have 

an opportunity to become a faculty tutor. There is no question about its future 

from the external evaluator's perspective, it should be continued." We are all 

crossing borders, getting students to write across the curriculum. 
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Heterogeneous Grouping in Teaching Rhymes 

by 
Marlow Ediger 

Many language arts teachers have attempted to develop uniformity 

within a class by tracking students homogeneously in terms of ability or skills. 

Most educators, however, recommend assigning students of mixed achievement 

levels to work cooperatively in heterogeneous groups. Students can learn from 

one another regardless of ability levels or socio-economic status. I recently 

observed the success of heterogeneous grouping in an elementary lesson in 

poetic composition. 

In collaboration with the cooperating teacher, a student teacher taught a 

unit on poetry writing to an interage grouping of grades three and four. The 

ultimate goal was to have learners within a heterogeneous group write limericks. 

Working in committees of four, learners first concentrated on writing rhyming 

couplets. The teachers initially read aloud couplets they had written and printed 

them on the chalkboard for learner observation and discussion. Teachers 

showed pictures that had provided the background content for their own cou

plets, then gave each committee pictures to suggest content for writing couplets 

cooperatively. 

Committees appeared eager to locate a picture for couplet writing. The 

teachers circulated among the committees to answer questions and encourage 

learner achievement, as students brainstormed lines for couplets. 

Soon committees voluntarily shared their couplets with classmates; 

The cow in the pasture with her calf 

Chewed grass by cutting it in half. 

Rain in springtime flowed down in a drove 

Waiting to be heated like vents on a stove. 
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Heterogeneous grouping stimulated students to share ideas and work together. 

Next, students were asked to write a triplet. The teachers demonstrated 

two ways of doing this. The student teacher added a third line to the couplet 

with ending words rhyming and read her poem using this procedure. The 

cooperating teacher read a completely new triplet. Both poems were neatly 

printed on a transparency for overhead projection . 

After cooperative planning, implementing, and evaluating the triplet, a 

student committee volunteered to read orally: 

The rain fell on the window pane 

Making a loud sound in the lane 

I wish I had brought my cane. 

A second committee wanted the cooperating teacher to read their poem: 

I would like to swim in the simmering lake 

When getting hungry, I would eat some cake 

With the hot sun above, I fear I will nearly bake. 

In writing the triplets, students could use the pictures in front of them or 

think of content on their own. Once a committee read their poem orally to 

listeners, it did not take long before more reserved learners found it enjoyable to 

read their efforts to others. 

The teachers now guided students to understand a limerick by reading 

several limericks aloud. They had printed limericks on a chan. The student 

teacher read lines one and two, the cooperating teacher read lines three and 

four, and the student teacher then read line five. A discussion followed in which 

students discovered that a limerick consists of a triplet (lines 1, 2, and 5) inter

rupted by a couplet. They also noticed that limericks started with the words, 

"There once was -." Students mentioned rhythm and meter in distinguishing a 

limerick from other triplets and couplets. Learners were asked to look around 
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the classroom for possible ideas in writing a limerick but stayed in the same 
committees to write. 

As time ran out the two teachers chose one limerick to read aloud: 

There once was a committee who wrote 

Some poems within a long quote 

They did not know how 

But very soon learned now 

That limericks can be written in a short note. 

Each committee's efforts were posted on the wall next to the classroom 

for open house. All wanted their names to appear as committee members who 

had written their respective poems. Each student was proud to show to parents 

what had been written in the English class. Heterogeneous learning worked well 
in poetry writing activities. 
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The Case Against Cassette Grading 

by 
David Starkey 

Recently, I decided that I would evaluate student papers on cassettes. I 

made the decision for several reasons. I'd been reading theorists like Donald 

Daiker who contend that "praise may be especially important for students who 

have known little encouragement and, in part for that reason, suffer from writing 

apprehension" (105), and I felt I was not sufficiently highlighting the positive 

aspects of my students' papers. Too, I'd read Enno Klammer's 1973 article, 

which argues that this method of evaluation "turned out to save time in correct

ing freshman composition themes" (179). I reasoned that if cassette grading 

could save time "correcting" "themes," it ought to be even more valuable as way 

of helping students come to terms with the complexities of a process-approach to 

writing. In an article published in 1992 Peter Vandenburg seems to support this 

idea. He maintains that a dialogic approach to cassette grading "is a valuable 

way to encourage revision while implicitly asking students to rethink the passive 

role of the traditional student" (99). Finally, on a more mundane level, I have 

cramped handwriting which many people find nearly illegible. "Audiotape 

commentary" seemed like an ideal solution to all of these problems. 

Now that the semester is over, I am giving up cassette grading. The 

experiment wasn't a total failure; indeed, for many of my students it was a 

pleasant surprise. Members of an oral culture, they clearly value verbal response 

above written remarks. (Russell Hunt, in fact, warns that this "technological 

gift-horse" encourages students to believe that "'Written language is cumber

some, difficult, mechanically time-consuming and hopelessly limited"' (585).) 

Cassette grading did allow me to respond much more fully and positively, to 

touch on aspects of a paper-nuances of a writer's voice, subtle shifts in point of 

view-that I otherwise might ignored because of time restraints. I was also 

pleased at the effectiveness of a taped response to shift student attention from 

sentence-level errors to more global concerns. And my ghastly handwriting was 

not a factor in the communication process. The only symbols I made were 

checks or question marks-rudimentary signs to use as reference points on the 
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Below is a transcript of remarks I made on a paper turned in b d 
fo • • t · Y a stu ent 
. r.a compos1t1on- iterature course. These are neither the least nor the most 

insightful comments I made, but they are fairly typical: 

Okay, Jennifer, your paper, "The Reality of Love " [P ] p •·· ause. retty 

good paper, definitely one of your best ones I guess m . bl . th th · Y mam pro em 1s 
at on e first page you say, "Many people expect love to be like 

Kristeva's essay. They must watch too many soap operas because their 

expectations would make a great storyline." And the th l n, on e next-to-

ast page, you say, "If it is true love, you can make it past all th b l 1· e o stac es 
of ife. True love is eternal. Love is real, not fade away." And that 

seems to me to be precisely the sort of great expectations that you're 

talking about-and would seem to contradict your thesis. 

I think you could have made a couple of paragraphs in the body of the 

paper, but all your comments on Kristeva's essay are good I th' k , . • m you re 
nght when you say on page two that "It," Kristeva's version of love "is 

like auto · · ' p1an society, everyone craves it, yet it is impossible." I think 

probably it's a bit short. I probably would have given it a "B+," but you 

only have two sources and you're supposed to have three, so I'm chang

ing the grade to a "B." 

My comments take up one minute-forty seconds on the tape. It would 

take me at least five minutes to write out the two paragraphs in longhand. 

Rather than do that, I would have taken shortcuts: put an asterisk by the first 

senten_ce and scribbled "contradicts page four," then put another asterisk by the 

offend1~g sentence, made a check by the sentence I liked, and written "No 

sources by the final grade. My end comment would have been two or three 

sentences long-the same essential information would have been conve d b 
I Id ' h be ye , ut 

wou n t ave en able to offer it with any particular emphasis nor with as 

much thoroughness. 

With so many positive aspects, one might well question discontinuing 

the process. The most salient argument is that while I may have felt better 

about myself as an instructor th · 'd ' ere IS no ev1 ence that cassette grading made for 
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any measurable improvement in student writing. A 1982 study by Richard 

Yarbro and Betty Angevine comparing taped and written grading "did not 

indicate any significant difference in the methods of instruction as related to 

d _£ " (396) My own observations confirm these findings. As I stu ent penormance . 
b k gradebooks from the past several years I find that this class, 

scan ac over my 
like the others made gradual progress, with the occasional falling off among 

individual students. There were no miracles. 

A major hindrance is that students often did not have access to the 

cassette when they most needed it, while working on their next writing assign

ment. Even if they were willing to go back and listen to past comments for 

future advice, it sometimes happened that I had their cassette for grading while 

they were writing their next paper. On my syllabus I recommended that they 

transcribe my remarks for their own purposes and for use when they went into 

the writing center for help, but anyone who knows freshmen, knows this was a 

task most of my students were unwilling to perform. Consequently, misinforma

tion abounded in tutoring sessions. If, for example, a high school teacher once 

told a student that she needed to work on her vocabulary and I mentioned that 

she had an inappropriate word choice, the student may have spent her entire 

session on diction when she had a more pressing problem with the paper's 

· t' Try as I mi'ght to emphasize larger structural concerns, some orgamza 10n. 
students continued to fixate on sentence-level errors. Unfortunately, if a good 

tutor tried to address the real issue, he had no written documentation from the 

instructor to confirm his insight. 

The fact is, most composition instructors are underpaid and overworked: 

there is no need to add any extra loads to our burden. Lugging around a mini

mum of twenty cassettes from one location to another was surprisingly taxing. 

And it was annoying to have to keep cassettes connected with their respective 

papers. Moreover, it was physically uncomfortable to hunch over a machine for 

extended periods. Klammer himself noted the "difficulty in dictating into a 

mike 'on the run,' so to speak, or in the presence of those colleagues who share 

the office" (180). While an instructor can make written comments at the 

kitchen table, on the couch, in bed, or in the library, a person using cassettes is 

tied to one location. I experimented with a portable cassette player, but the 
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batteries ran out too quickly when I used it while pacing from room-to-room. 

Finding that I would be anchored to one place, I bought a microphone for my 

stereo cassette. Unfortunately, I had to bend over occasionally to press the 

"pause" button while collecting my thoughts, and I had to go through the 

repetitive motion of replacing the tape in its folder with every new paper. This 

may sound minor, but after fifteen or twenty tapes it becomes a genuine nui

sance. Just as the composing process is affected by the environment in which it 

takes place (Heath 1983), so are methods of evaluation influenced by the 

circumstances in which they occur. Like an assembly-line worker performing 

the same task over and over, the instructor grading with cassettes soon tires of 

his job. 

Essentially, the process of grading becomes more laborious rather than 

less. For me to be really effective, I had first to read the essay silently, making 

marginal comments as I went along. I then explained the marks on tape and 

made an overall comment. I timed myself and found that although it was much 

faster for me to speak than to write, the time lost in dealing with the bulky 

folders, which contain both cassettes and essays, quickly began to negate the 

time saved. All told, I spend just as much time, if not more, on cassette grading. 

I often act as daycare provider for my children, so location once again 

became a problem. I had to have a place where I wouldn't be interrupted since 

my tone of voice needed to be as carefully modulated as it would be in a student 

conference. If I had to break up a fight among squabbling daughters in the next 

room, residual anger would very likely creep into my voice when I got back to 

grading. Several students mentioned the way I said something as being more 

important than the actual content of the remark. No doubt our personal lives 

influence our written comments as well, yet it is much easier to disguise frustra

tion on the page. And talking to twenty or forty or sixty students over the 

course of several days can wreak havoc on one's voice. The unpleasant physical 

act of writing with a pencil, is replaced by the equally onerous task of talking too 

much. 

Perhaps most upsetting to me is the fact that I couldn't listen to music 

while I graded. Again, this may seem like a negligible concern, but I know from 
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experience that certain tapes propel me to keep working when I'd much rather 

stop. I found myself taking more and longer breaks and coming back to my job 

with less enthusiasm. 

Finally, for those instructors like me who workshop essay drafts in class 

and spend as much time as possible in individual student-teacher conferences, 

cassette grading was a fundamentally redundant procedure. The dialogue had 

already taken place. Student and teacher knew what each other were thinking. 

The taped commentary was an additional, unnecessary layer of feedback that a 

developing writer emphatically did not need. 

In an ideal world, where writing teachers taught only one or two compo

sition courses a semester, cassettes might make for a useful addition to the 

overall process of evaluation. In reality, we often teach four, five, even six 

sections of composition every term. Other professionals avoid procedures that 

are exhausting and unproductive. We should, too. 
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REVIEWS 

Leaming the Lessons of the Father 

by 
Michael Kuhne 

Rev. of Days of Obli2ation; An Arzyment with My Mexican Father. by 

Richard Rodriguez. New York: Penguin, 1992. 230 pages. Paper. 

$11.00. 

When Richard Rodriguez published his autobiography Hun2tr of 

Memory in 1982, conservatives involved in the debates over bilingual education 

and affirmative action were quick to appropriate his position as theirs. Rodriguez 

argued eloquently against bilingual education and against affirmative action 

based on race alone; in this, his argument was not very different from the line of 

reasoning pursued by Dinesh D'Souza in Illiberal Education, a comparison I wish 

I did not have to make. With the publishing of Days of Obli2ation. the rush to 

appropriate Rodriguez for a cause continues, even onto the book's cover, where 

the publisher splashes the words of a critic: "[Rodriguez] doesn't kowtow to 

political correctness. He shuns the pack, rides alone. He writes a lonely line of 

individualism, the grandeur and grief of the American soul." The critic writes 

this in spite of Rodriquez's admonishments against the unreality of individual

ism: "the American ideology of individualism is always at war with the experience 

of our lives, our culture. As long as we reject the notion of culture, we are able to 

invent the future" (163-64). At least two other blurbs claim Rodriguez for a 

political cause, but then again, 1992 was a year of Quaylean culture wars, where 

one was either a cultural elitist or a cultural pluralist. This manichean perspec

tive diminishes the richness of Days of Obli2ation, as bi-polar arguments invari

ably do. 

In the book's ten chapters and introduction (eleven loosely connected 

essays, really), the argument in which Rodriguez ostensibly engages his father 

regards the vision each has of California (Rodriguez's home state), of Mexico 
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(his father's birthplace), and of lifie. The argument · d 1 · ·h d· 1 1s ea t wit 1rect y only 
once: 

When I was fourteen and my father was fifty, we toyed with the argu

ment that had once tom Europe, South from North, Catholic from 
Protestant, as we polished the blue DeSoto. 

"Life is harder than you think, boy." 

"You're thinking of Mexico, Papa." 

"You'll see" (202). 

On the one hand, I thought the book would be more focused on Rodriguez's 

father and on father-son relationships; on the other hand, his father is never far 

away as Rodriguez essays a variety of topics. Each essay, in one form or another, 
confronts the argument's center. 

Those interested in teaching literature courses about the American West 

or California literature will find Days of Obli2ation a watershed of intellectually 

thoughtful reflections and arguments. At its heart, the book explores a series of 

intersections: between Mexico City ( the largest city in the world) and Los 

Angeles ("the second-largest Mexican city in the world" [1531); between Catho

lic community and Protestant individualism; between the past and the present 

and the future. Rodriguez writes about California as the western frontier of the 

American mindset and as the northern promise (of hope? of despair? of profit? of 

loss?) of the Mexican mindset. The essay "Sand" explores the vapid, childish 

glory 0 ~ Los Angeles; "In Athens Once" the ethereal quality of Tijuana. Every

where m the book is Rodriguez, the Catholic, the catolico, the clinging intellec

tual, trying to live the lives of saints, sin, and dark cathedrals. There is also 

Rodriguez, the man of Catholic aesthetics (meaning broad in tastes, sympathies, 

and interests), writing about homosexuality and Victorian tastes ("Late Victori

ans"), or his own religious-studies at Union Theological Seminary, the United 

States' Protestant home of high intellectualism ("The Latin American Novel"). 

Each essay offers plenty for the reader to ponder, but the best essay is the last. 
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"Nothing Lasts a Hundred Years" deals with many of these issues, but of 

all the essays in the book, it is the one most about his father, a man who dreamt 

of sailing to Australia, but who instead ended up in Sacramento making false 

teeth. In this essay, the best of Rodriguez's tragic sensibilities (traiic in the 

Greek sense) arise. He writes about the strange juxtaposition of the Rodriguez 

family's First Communicants and the pictures (one for each of the four children) 

in front of Sutter's Fort (strange, since Sutter intended the fort to "be a Euro

pean settlement ... a wall against the Indians"[211]); and yet, his "father is 

absent from all the photographs" (219). He writes about watching The Ballad of 

Davy Crockett on television with his father, how the "Mexicans surrounding 

Walt Disney's Alamo are buffoons .... My father returns to his newspaper" 

(222). Rodriguez declares that "in Mexico my father had the freedom of doves" 

(230). And yet, "he ended up in Sacramento in a white coat, in a white room, 

surrounded by shelves of grinning false teeth. Irony has no power over my 

father" (228). And, in the most poignant moment of the essay, at the point 

where perhaps the argument of the book's title is settled (for now), he writes, 

"My father remains Mexican in California. My father lives under the doctrine, 

under the very tree of Original Sin. Much in life is failure or compromise; like 

father, like son" (219). The day of obligation is that day when Rodriguez learns, 

as he must, as he is compelled to do, the lessons of his father. 
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Teaching as an Unfinished Conversation 

by 
Ilene Alexander 

Rev. of Seeini Yourself as a Teacher: Conversations with Five New 

Teachers in a University Writini Promm, by Elizabeth Rankin. 

Urbana, IL: NCTE, 1994. 137 pages. Paper. $12.95; $9.95, members. 

You can pick up a copy of Seeini Yourself as a Teacher, flip to the back 

cover's promotional blurb, and find a very accurate description of the questions, 

topics, and ideas you'll encounter in this slim NCTE published volume: 

Rankin invites us to listen as the new teachers talk about everything 

from their relationships with students to their pedagogical theories to 

their ideas about their roles as writing teachers. She also invites us to 

reflect, as she does, on some of the questions that emerge from these 

conversations: How do we integrate the personal and professional in our 

lives? Why do some teachers resist the whole concept of theory? How 

do the teachers we've known influence the teachers we will be? Why do 

some people struggle more than others to see themselves as teachers? 

What the blurb will not tell you is this: the conversations between 

Rankin and five new teachers, between these teachers and the book's readers, 

between Rankin-as-ethnographer and Rankin-as-teacher, and among genera

tions of teachers ( including the many generations represented in one single 

teacher) are absolutely absorbing, provocative, useful, and renewing. Like 

Rankin, "I plunged ahead, reading the T As, reading their students, reading 

(always) myself" (3). 

Because this is a short book I was able to read it twice-once at a quick 

pace while I was teaching, again over a more leisurely winter break; each time I 

was drawn most closely to the conversations involving Rankin and two teaching 

assistants identified as Keith and Meredith. Of the five teaching assistants-also 

including Mike, Peter, and Alex-only Keith and Meredith are represented in 
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the pages in conversation together. Where this link emerges, the talk draws me 

in, engages me in reflective responding and thinking. One month after I've 

reread the book I find myself coming back to underlined, annotated, dog-eared 

pages marking a trail of ideas I cannot leave behind. In flipping back to these 

marked pages, I hear the words of Mike, Peter, Alex-and sometimes Rankin

more clearly because I have listened to Keith and Meredith. 

As Keith and Meredith, for example, read "gender" in their shaping of 

and experience as "teacher," I was drawn to their considerations of individual 

socialization and personality, of normed images of teacher and lived experience 

in constructing "teacher," of how gendered restrictions affected both teacher and 

student behaviors and expectations. This conversation is, I think, also an 

example of the places where Rankin's ethnographic recording and interpretation 

made me want to talk back, to join in the making of meaning ( the making of 

theory) regarding gender and teaching. Keith, a gay man, and Meredith, the 

only woman in this group of talking T As, might have talked about various 

interconnections-between gender and sexuality, between students' expecta

tions and instructors' enactment of "teacher" or "professor," and between social/ 

economic class background and gender, whether of teacher or student. Because 

Rankin's narrative--especially the three interchapters-invites more conversa

tion, more meaning-making, I don't feel a sense of frustration when these 

interconnections are "missed" in the conversations and analysis presented. It 

occurs to me that these ideas will occur off-page not only to the conversational

ists bound by this book, but also among the conversations let loose as people 

read Rankin's text. The meaning-making will continue. 

Meaning-making is the work of this book. Rankin listens to the talk of 

new teachers and to the talk of new teaching ideas and theories playing in her 

mind. With her we are always asked to consider how "I" fit as a teacher, how 

programs and practices construct "teacher" and "good writing," how teacher talk 

shapes theoretical thinking, how we might use teacher talk to challenge ( inter

rogate) theoretical language, how various personal acts and responses of teaching 

come to shape institutionalized practices, and how conventions or discourses of 

current writing pedagogy might be at odds with various world views ( one 

teacher's, many teachers', many students'). 
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In the end-as in the beginning and middle-it is the questions and the 

pauses to reflect and respond that shape Rankin's book. Sometimes the ques

tions, as she notes, work to reveal ways in which "teaching writing is a personal 

act" (126) that tends to be heard behind closed doors, where one hopes for the 

safety of meaning-making among friends. Rankin's Seein~ Yourself as a Teacher 

lets readers not only listen to six teachers as they grow, out loud; this uncloseted 

thinking-about teaching and students, about "teacher" as a shape shifting role, 

about writing pedagogies that match or challenge our ideas about the world

reintroduces those who would listen to the language of public intellectuals 

engaging in private-public work. I look forward to continuing the talk-and to 

drawing on this book as I talk. I haven't finished conversations with Libby 

Rankin or with the new, evolving teachers I met in this book. I haven't finished 

the conversations with my own teaching and students that this book has begun. 
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Voices in a New England Landscape 

by 
Gayle Gaskill 

Rev. of Westport Soundin!ls, by Alan Powers. Box 3935 Westport MA 

1994. 68 pages. Paper. $7.95. 

Alan Powers, whose historical study of the non-literary uses of books 

appears elsewhere in this issue, is also the author of a recent little book of witty 

poems, Westport Soundin~. Since earning his Ph.D. at the University of 

Minnesota, Powers has taught for a quarter century in Fall River, Mass., an hour 

south of Boston, where artists try to rescue abandoned textile mills, tourists 

celebrate Lizzie Borden Days, and the locals unconsciously rhyme "potato" with 

"later." He lives, however, in Westport, a rural community half an hour farther 

down the shore. 

Most of the poems are short, dramatic monologues, an ideal choice for 

Powers's wry humor and careful ear for voices. The characters who speak from 

these poems represent all sorts and conditions of New Englanders. A self-serve 

gas station cashier groans about demanding customers who can't pump gas, and 

the distracted customers complain of the cashier's inattention. A seventeenth

century Jesuit complains that the Hurons call him Pumpkin Head, while the 

Hurons stand amazed that a treaty asks them to forfeit the clean elk and deer of 

the forest in order to keep filthy pigs near their homes. Nursing home residents 

aching with nostalgia suffer buzzing television noise. Joseph Kennedy watches 

Eisenhower's funeral and thinks of his dead sons. Glenn Miller's dog knows the 

best of 'bones. An Amherst College student briefly, eternally hears JFK praise 

Robert Frost. It is an updated Spoon River Anthholo~ of Massachusetts. 

Some voices are respectful parodies: Emily Dickinson considers nuclear 

bombs and laments a dead cat. Others are translations from classical writers: 

Powers gives Catullus' tender epitaph, Martial's vituperative epigrams, and 

Horace's informal ode a rural Massachusetts accent as "branches yield their 

burdens, icy/ rivers harden, freezing wicked." Powers even translates the winter 
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voices of birds: the Titmouse screams 

"Cheater, cheater," to his brother. 

How they flit and taunt each other! 

While the owl 

At moonrise barks huh, huh, huhoo, 

his cold cold note. 0 great Homed Who, 

Huh, huh, huhoo. 

In "Lai D'lris," my favorite poem, Powers assumes the voice of the poet

naturalist as he catalogues and commands the flora of a New England summer 
landscape: 

The ox-eyed daisies follow purple 

Loosestrife, Joe-Pye Weed and dock, 

Berries manifold, black or wine

Berries, raspberries gone by, 

But blue (wild ones) on mountainsides 

in Richmond near to Tanglewood. 

Now August's spiky thistle, sting-

Ing horse nettles, and rods on rods 

Of goldenrod-the steeple kind, or 

Cantilevered, the Thai dancer type

Nodding, waving. These I've seen 

Without a name; now they come 

When I call them to this poem. 

Linguistically rich yet accessible to students from junior high age up-
ward Westoort S d · · f ,oun m~ 1s a source o pleasure for any reader, and a delicious 

counterpart to the Midwestern voices, histories, and landscapes we Minnesotans 
too often take to be universal. 
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Identity, Responsibility, and Practice of Whole Language 

by 
Goldie Johnson 

Rev. of Under the Whole Laniwa~e Umbrella. ed. by Alan D. Flurkey 

and Richard}. Meyer. Urbana, IL: National Council of Teachers of 

English, 1994. 387 pages. Paper. $19.95; $14.95, members. 

This collection of essays centers around three themes--identity, respon

sibility, and practice. Richard Meyer and Alan Flurkey provide an excellent 

detailed introduction to the material and ideas presented in their book. 

First the theme of identity is defined in the introduction as "for whole 

language educators [identity] means understanding who we are as professionals, 

being aware of the community of educators to which we belong, and being aware 

of the issues which affect our practice." The identity section is well explored by 

the six authors and their essays relating to who we are and our importance in the 

community of language. Some areas referred to in this section of the book are 

research, which is important in the identifying process (Edelsky), the Bible in 

respect to whole language (Peetoom), connections with parents in particular 

(Mickelson), and the language relationships between communities and individu

als. 

The second section of the book, responsibility, is represented in five 

essays. David Doake begins this section with the discussion of "The Myths and 

Realities of Whole Language: An Educational Movement at Risk." He enumer

ates and discusses the nine myths surrounding whole language. He discusses how 

one-shot in-service meetings for teachers are only abetting misinterpretations 

and myths about whole language, especially when no follow-up is undertaken. 

Additional blame can be placed on administrators who fail to attend the in

service sessions with their faculty members. In addition, Doake provides a clear, 

concise chart of 12 points showing the comparison of traditional and whole 

language. Constance Weaver addresses teaching children with Attention 
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Deficit Hyperactivity Disorders. David Freeman and Yvonne Freeman discuss 
the application for bilingual learners. 

The final section is devoted to practice; demonstrating the actual 

implementation of the ideas through teaching methods. This subdivision adds a 

discussion of "Booksharing: Teachers and Parents Reading to Deaf Children" by 

Carolyn Ewoldt. Rudy Engbrecht's essay "Max Beltman: The Many Voices of 

Teacher Change" discusses the problems and rewards in changing from one 

teaching form to another. Many teachers can identify with Engbrecht in this 
experience. 

Stressed throughout this book is the idea of change. Continual changes 

are necessary in the concepts of teaching the kindergarten through high school 
curriculum. 

Under the Whole Laniwa~e Umbrella is a good collection of essays 

showing several viewpoints on the identification, responsibility, and practice of 

the concept of whole language. This text would prove especially valuable for 

beginning teachers are well as those who see a need for change in their outlooks 

and approaches. Excellent bibliographies are provided with the essays to allow 
for further studies. 
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Scholarship Victimized by Poor Technology 

by 
William F. Hodapp 

Rev. of Chaucer, by John V. Fleming. Insight Media. 1993. JJ min. 

VHS video-cassette. $129.00. 

As a teacher of a correspondence course on Chaucer's Canterbury Tales. 

I am continually looking for audio-visual materials that might prove helpful to 

students, so I was eager to examine the new introductory video on Chaucer for 

high school and college students by John Fleming of Princeton University, one 

of America's leading medievalists. The video, however, was disappointing. 

While the content of the narration evinces solid scholarly work, the directorial 

presentation is tedious. 

After a brief biographical sketch of the poet, Fleming organizes his 

narration around Chaucer's language and the literary-historical contexts of his 

poetry, refusing to get bogged down in the intricacies of Middle English. 

Fleming illustrates the language throughout the video with readings from Troilus 

and Criseyde and The Canterbury Tales. As he begins to discuss the Troilus in 

detail, he shifts from language to literary matters by presenting a general over

view of the poet's use of Latin, French, and Italian literary traditions. He then 

turns his attention to the Tales and the notion of pilgrimage, including a mod

em-day point of reference, footage of a pilgrimage in Mexico. Fleming success

fully interweaves his discussions of language, texts, and contexts. 

If Fleming would have been satisfied with an audio-cassette, perhaps he 

would have produced a more useful pedagogical tool. As a video presentation, 

however, Chaucer fails in significant ways. Many of the video images are 

problematic; we see illuminations from medieval manuscripts with no explana

tion of their context. This issue becomes a major problem because modem 

images are interspersed among medieval ones. Both kinds of images could have 

been easily explained through captions, if not in the narration. The sound 

quality is inconsistent. More important, Fleming's obvious discomfort in front of 
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the camera is so distracting that his message will be lost on an audience raised in 

the TV/video age. Fleming rarely looks directly at the camera; instead, he looks 

eith~r down, as though reading a prepared text, or off to his right, as though 

reading cue cards. Similarly, most of the time he is on camera, Fleming remains 

behind a desk, which distances him from his audience. In the few instances we 

see Fleming away from the desk, we hear his narrative voice but observe him 

reading or walking, a technique that creates disjunction between the narration 

and the video image. Fleming's undoubted enthusiasm for Chaucer does not 
shine through. 

I would not use the video in the college-level Chaucer or medieval 

survey courses I have taught, and I question its effectiveness for advanced high 

school English courses. Though I respect Fleming's seminal work on~ 

Romance of the Rose and Franciscan literature and his provocative study of the 

Troilus. this video demonstrates inadequate technological presentation. Its 

excellent content has fallen victim to unexpert technology, and it cannot hold 

the attention of secondary and undergraduate viewers. 
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To Air is Human 

Here are humorous or thought-provoking examples of misspellings or 

unexpected language use from student papers: 

***** 
• Men are inertly more sexual than women. 

- contributed by Pat Tobias, Liz Nist, and Richard Jewell, 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College 

***** 
• [Hamlet] feels betrayed by his mother's choice to marry her ex-husband's 

brother after his death. Although Ophelia's death is not 100% certain, it 

was suicide. 

• Who was I to kick a gift horse in the face? 

• The lack of parents and a true guardian made them sitting ducks in evil 

hands 

• The assortment includes hash browns, sausage, a chicken patty with a funny 

name, and a blitz. 

• The noodles were in a light, creamy sauce and slid down your throat like hot 

lava. 

• By this, Jim Burden [of My Antonia) means that all that is really necessary in 

one's life is that as long as one is so involved that nothing else exists and that 

his or her task is very important to them is what will make he or she whole. 

--contributed by Joanne Cavallaro, College of St. Catherine 

* * * * * 
• God is the Holly one of Israel. 

--contributed by Chris Franke, College of St. Catherine 

***** 
After my 7th grade English class completed a unit on Tom Sawyer, I was de

lighted to learn that Dustin was reading Huckleberry Fin on his own. In his 

journal, Dustin admitted that he had encountered one problem: 11I think the 

reading level is harder because of the way Jim talks. He don't say the words 

correct so it's hard to understand." 

-contributed by Elizabeth H. Peterson, Luverne Middle School 
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I ANNOUNCEMENTS 

REVIEWERS WANTED 

The spring issue of the Minnesota English Journal needs reviewers for 

• Coming Where I'm Coming From: Memoirs of American Youth (ed. 

Anne Mazer), a multicultural anthology of fourteen autobiographical 

narratives about growing up in America's diverse society. Mazer takes us all 

across the United States: to the Watts barrio and idyllic Hawaii; to rural 

Alabama and the urban centers of New York and Boston; to neighborhoods 

in San Antonio and Cleveland; to North Dakota's Standing Rock Souix 

Reservation. 176 pages. 

• Into the Widening World: International Coming-of-Age Stories (ed. John 

Loughery), a collection of 26 short stories about young people, from 22 

different countries. Loughery's anthology provides a passport to the world of 

international literature, focusing on childhocx:I and adolescence, charting 

the geography of curious, growing minds from diverse lands. 288 pages. 

• Kaleidoscope: A Multicultural Booklist for Grades K-8 ( ed. Rudine Sims 

Bishop), a resource for all teachers interested in diversifying their classroom 

practice, regardless of their levels of expertise with literature by and about 

people of color. Sims believes all children need literature that serves as 

windows from which to view experiences that are different from their own as 

well as literature that mirrors their lives. 169 pages. 

• Voices on Voice: Perspectives, Definitions, Inquiry ( ed. Kathleen Blake 

Yancey), explores the concept of voice in the study of literature and compo

sition. Yancey has pulled together a collection of essays on voice-what it is 

and how it relates to the self, to specific communities, to pedagogy, and to 

culture. 363 pages. 

• Preserving Intellectual Freedom: Fighting Censorship in Our Schools (ed. 

Jean E. Brown), acknowledges the ongoing efforts of those who support the 

free exchange of ideas. The authors shed light on the ways in which censor

ship arises; how it affects curricula, students, and teachers;and how it can be 

fought. 243 pages. 
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• Intersections: Theory-Practice in the Writing Center (eds. Joan A. Mullin 

and Ray Wallace), introduces a variety of theories upon which successful 

writing centers are built. The authors examine the contradictions and 

inconsistencies between writing theory and practice. It also explores col

laborative learning, whole language, social constructionist, and text linguis

tics theories. 196 pages. 

If you are willing to write a 500 to 750-word review of one of these books or of 

any others, notify the editor. You'll receive a copy of the book and the thanks of 

your readers. Write John Banschbach or Gwen Griffin; MSU 53 / P. 0. Box 

8400; Mankato State University; Mankato MN 56002-8400. 

11 
ADVERTISING POLICY 

The Minnesota English Journal now accepts paid advertising of products 

or services that will be of value to MCTE members. A full-page, camera-ready, 

black-and-white display advertisement costs only $50 per issue. The editor 

reserves the right to determine what is appropriate. 
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Brown University. 
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languages at Alabama A & M University, where he teaches 16th
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